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a b s t r a c t

The foreseeable large-scale deployment of intermittent renewable energy systems in the future and
fluctuations in energy markets can severely affect the operation and stability of smart grids, creating
significant uncertainty and instability in the electricity supply and demand. It is believed that the
mismatch between energy demand of a building and instantaneous renewable energy generation
can be reduced by controlling energy use through the energy flexibility of the respective building.
Enhancing the energy flexibility of a zero-emission building can satisfy the demands of the energy
network around the building and contribute to the resilience of the energy system. Meanwhile, in
an electricity tariff model with a distinction between peak and off-peak periods, enhancing energy
flexibility in buildings can reduce the operating costs of electricity consumption, with benefits to the
economic performance of the building itself. In this study, a simulated hypothetical zero-emission
office building near the coast with a floating photovoltaic system and tidal stream generator system
in Hong Kong from previous study were used in a case study to investigate the impact of energy
flexibility control with stationary batteries as the source of energy flexibility. Two flexibility control
strategies were designed to demonstrate their impact on the economic performance of the system.
After incorporating the ‘‘Peak Demand Management’’ (PDM) programme in Hong Kong, variations
in the economic performance of the system were demonstrated through simulations. Considering
the incentive provided by the PDM programme, the possibility of achieving a neutral economic
performance at different percentages of renewable energy generation over a 20-year life cycle without
the feed-in tariff was investigated. Furthermore, two possible modifications for business models
and the PDM programme are proposed. The simulation results indicate that both suggestions can
significantly improve the economic performance of the system.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction and background

1.1. Background

The development of renewable energy sources is gradually
aining interest worldwide owing to the continuous increase
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in energy demand and the negative impact of traditional fossil
energy sources on the environment. Carbon neutrality was one
of the popular topics discussed among countries at the 2021 G20
Rome summit to further reduce the impact of fossil energy (CNBC,
2021). This makes zero-energy or zero-emission buildings a very
important concept; zero-emission buildings are often accompa-
nied by renewable energy generation systems of various scales.
However, the foreseeable large-scale deployment of intermittent
renewable energy systems in the future and fluctuations in the
energy market could severely affect the operation and stability
of smart grids and create significant uncertainty and instability
in the electricity supply and demand. Therefore, International
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Acronym

AHU Air handling unit
AC Air handling unit cooling
BIPV Building integrated photovoltaic system
Bt Benefit of the period t
Ct Cost of the period t
DHW Domestic hot water
ED Energy demand
FPV Floating photovoltaic
FC1 Flexibility Control 1
FC2 Flexibility Control 2
GRE : Renewable energy generation
HX Heat exchanger
i Interest rate
NPV rel Relative net present value
PDM Peak Demand Management programme
PSIpeak Peak shaving indicator
REe Renewable electricity
SC Space cooling
S1 Scenario 1: All-grid case
S2 Scenario 2: Zero-emission case, battery

interacts with the grid
S3 Scenario 3: Zero-emission case, battery

interacts with the grid and renewable
energy

TSG Tidal stream generator
VFIoffpeak Off-peak valley filling indicator
ZEB Zero-emission/energy building

Energy Agency (IEA) academics believe that it is necessary to
control energy use to ensure consistency with instantaneous en-
ergy generation. Energy flexibility, the ability to manage demand
based on the local climate, user requirements, and energy net-
work requirements, through the building itself is an attractive
method of controlling energy use as it does not require addi-
tional infrastructure. Enhancing the energy flexibility in buildings
can relieve pressure on the electricity grid during peak periods
and contribute to the resilience of future energy systems (IEA,
2021). Owing to the unstable output of current renewable energy
generation systems, a significant mismatch often occurs between
energy demand and renewable energy generation in zero-energy
buildings. Smart grids were developed to solve the power grid
challenges including energy reliability, safety and security, the
operation and stability of smart grids and its Advanced metring
infrastructures can help the energy flexibility control and the
demand response of the consumers (Ghasempour, 2017). The
investigation of flexibility enhancement in zero-energy buildings
can reduce this mismatch, increase the self-consumption of re-
newable energy throughout the system, and reduce pressure on
the grid during peak periods. Therefore, further research on this
topic is significant.

1.2. Literature review

In the academic field, in addition to existing renewable en-
rgy sources, ocean or ocean-related renewable energy is be-
oming increasingly popular because of its significant potential.
cean thermal energy is typically studied in combination with
ir-conditioning systems of buildings near the coast to reduce en-
rgy consumption. Elahee and Jugoo investigated the engineering,
10245
economic, and environmental impacts of an air-conditioning sys-
tem using cold seawater in a data centre that operates throughout
the day. The energy demand can be 94% lower than that of
traditional cooling systems (Elahee and Jugoo, 2013). Mokhtari
and Arabkoohsar conducted a feasibility study of seawater cool-
ing systems for data centres and developed a thermodynamic
model to determine their optimal size and operating conditions.
Compared with conventional cooling systems, a seawater cooling
system with a water inlet at a depth of 700 m below in the
Caspian Sea can save 78% of energy consumption (Mokhtari and
Arabkoohsar, 2021). The research and application of floating pho-
tovoltaics (FPVs) on the sea surface are also being conducted to
reduce land use. Cazzaniga and Rosa-Clot analysed the current
growing development of FPV systems and forecast trends to
2030. They concluded that FPV-installed power will double every
year because of the minimised use of occupied land resources
(Cazzaniga and Rosa-Clot, 2021). Coles et al. quantified the tech-
nical, economic, and environmental performances of hybrid sys-
tems with tidal stream turbines and battery storage to replace
oil generators. The tidal stream system reduces 78% of carbon
emissions (Coles et al., 2021). Guo et al. explored the techno-
economic-environmental feasibility of an integrated zero-energy
hotel building with zero-emission electric boats supported by a
hybrid FPV and wave-energy converter renewable energy system
(Guo et al., 2021). Luo et al. evaluated the techno-economic
feasibility of a coastal zero-energy hotel building supported by
wave energy converters and offshore wind turbines (Luo et al.,
2022). Soliman et al. provided a new energy management control
technique for a smart microgrid using batteries, wind energy,
solar energy, and tidal energy sources. This new control technique
can improve the energy output from hybrid renewable energy
sources and ensure smooth output power (Soliman et al., 2021).
Park and Lee reviewed a case study on tidal power in South Korea.
The Shihwa Tidal Power Plant, the subject of their study, is both
an advanced energy generation plant and an eco-friendly means
to resurrect a ‘dead lake’ by circulating the water of the lake
(Park and Lee, 2021). Chiang and Young introduced an engineer-
ing project for a flood-detention pond surface-type FPV power
generation system to improve the sustainable use of photovoltaic
(PV) power generation and economic performance (Chiang and
Young, 2022).

Meanwhile, owing to the continued development of renew-
able energy and the integration of different sources, flexibility
control of the demand side is required for grid management
and to improve the self-consumption of renewable energy (Finck
et al., 2018). Many researchers have focused on the possible
source of energy flexibility within zero-energy buildings to en-
hance their techno-economic performance. Finck et al. studied
optimal control using a heat pump, electric heaters, and thermal
energy storage tanks to improve the demand flexibility of an
office building. Different performance indicators were used to
quantify flexibility. A simulation case study indicated that an
integrated building heating system with a water tank, phase
change material tank, and thermochemical material tank can im-
prove flexibility with optimal control (Finck et al., 2018). Liu and
Herselberg studied a nearly zero-energy building with weather
predictive controls. The energy flexibility performances of dif-
ferent control strategies for cooling systems were investigated
and compared. Their results indicated that approximately 80%
of the energy consumption during the high-price period could
be removed using suitable control methods (Liu and Heiselberg,
2019). Lu et al. investigated the energy flexibility of cooling sys-
tems with building thermal mass in near-zero energy buildings
evaluated using a simulation-based strategy, including control
and quantification methods. The results indicated that the peak

power and peak energy can be reduced by more than 50% in the
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argeted building (Lu et al., 2021). Salpakari and Lund proposed
model that combines a heat pump with storage, a battery, and
hiftable appliances to balance the mismatch between electric-
ty production from on-site PV systems and building demand.
ased on a case study of an actual low-energy house in Finland,
ompared with inflexible control, the cost-optimal control of the
forementioned model can save approximately 20% of the annual
lectricity bill (Salpakari and Lund, 2016). Dar et al. analysed
wo configurations of heat pumps with thermal energy storage
nd four control strategies to investigate the flexibility perfor-
ance of net-zero-energy buildings. The performance indicated

hat the electricity bill can be reduced and the building self-
onsumption of renewable energy can be improved with a proper
ontrol strategy (Dar et al., 2014). Zhou and Cao presented a
odel combining building-integrated and vehicle-integrated PVs.
he energy flexibility performance of the hybrid building–vehicle
ystem was assessed, grid-responsive energy control strategies
ere proposed, and techno-economic feasibility was discussed
Zhou and Cao, 2019). Selvakkumaran et al. reviewed 15 scientific
rticles on business models for prosumers in the district energy
rid in terms of their flexibility (Selvakkumaran et al., 2021).
Regarding the increasing pressure on electricity grids during

eak periods, various countries and regions have their own de-
and response or demand-side management programmes, and

esearch on these programmes is gradually increasing. Javaid
t al. presented a home-energy-management control system that
an schedule single or multiple home appliances integrated with
enewable energy sources to adjust the household energy load
nd participate in demand-side management. A simulation
emonstrated that their proposed scheme can reduce the electric-
ty bill by up to 48% (Javaid et al., 2018). Anzar et al. investigated
he feasibility of a home-energy-management system integrated
ith renewable energy resources for effective demand-side man-
gement in a smart grid based on a simulation. Their results
ndicated the effectiveness of this approach (Anzar et al., 2017).
rshad et al. proposed a user-friendly technique using a genetic
lgorithm to schedule residential loads in a smart grid and over-
ome user inconvenience. A renewable energy source was used
o satisfy the peak-hour demand and improve load scheduling.
imulation results indicated that this algorithm was effective in
cheduling the load and reducing the peak-to-average load ratio
Irshad et al., 2020). Huang et al. reviewed the fundamental the-
ry, framework design, and potential of demand response based
n the traditional demand response, and evaluated the current
esearch and application of an integrated demand response with
ulti-energy systems such as electricity, heat, natural gas, and
ther energy sources (Huang et al., 2019). Kirkerud et al. be-
ieved that flexibility can be improved in renewable-based energy
ystems by increasing the demand response from households,
he industry, and the tertiary sector. They studied the future
conomic potential demand response in the northern European
egion and concluded that demand response may contribute to
eak shaving of up to 18.6% of the total peak load in 2050
Kirkerud et al., 2021). Faria and Vale proposed a methodol-
gy for activating or deactivating different demand response
rograms during an event to cover deviations from the target
Faria and Vale, 2022). Tostado-Véliz et al. developed a home
nergy management system that included three effective demand
esponse strategies. Their results indicated that the indicators of
ifferent goals from demand response programs can be improved
y 70%, while the electricity bill was only slightly increased
Tostado-Véliz et al., 2022).

Research on smart grids is also a key focus for energy flexi-
ility control. Ghasempour mentioned that smart grid has been
esigned to address the challenges of the grid including relia-

ility, safety, economics and energy security. He introduced one
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of the major functions of the smart grid: the Advanced metring
infrastructure (AMI) and described the general requirements and
challenges of a communication infrastructure. The proposition
of different networks and technologies are also investigated for
AMI, including the scalability of different AMI architectures and
a scalable hybrid AMI architecture (Ghasempour, 2017). Lou pro-
posed a new solution based on Web Service Mining in smart grid
infrastructures to reduce the response time and services request.
This solution establishes an automatic method to integrate and
take advantage of modern and old systems in the same infras-
tructure without investment in the adaptation. They also present
a smart grid architecture with a hierarchical, distributed, and
autonomous structure to address the challenge of smart distribu-
tion grids based on a smart city project (Lou, 2017). Ghasempour
reviewed and summarised that smart grid is one of the most
important applications of Internet of Things (IoT), and discussed
IoT, smart grid and their connections, as well as the IoT archi-
tectures, requirements for using IoT, applications and services in
smart grid (Ghasempour, 2019). In another of his research, he
proposed an aggregation-based indirect architecture for advanced
metring infrastructure architecture in help smart grid. A power
consumption model was developed for each regional aggregator
(RA) and neighbourhood area network (NAN) lifetime based on
the model was defined. The simulation results verified the model
can balanced the cost of RAs and NAN lifetime (Ghasempour,
2016). Bhattacharya et al. studied the incentive mechanisms for
smart grid to encourage active and voluntary participation from
consumers through the production of renewable energy. They
reviewed the start-of-the-art contributions of incentive mecha-
nisms in smart grids and discussed multiple technologies used
to implement incentive mechanisms. The challenges and open
issues related to such incentive mechanisms were also identified
(Bhattacharya et al., 2022).

1.3. Scientific gaps and novelties

Based on the aforementioned literature review, several scien-
tific gaps can be observed, as summarised below.

First, most of the current research on ocean energy is focused
on improving and enhancing the performance and efficiency of
technologies associated with the application of different ocean or
ocean-related energy resources to better utilise these resources
and the impact of these technologies. Few studies have focused
on the use of seawater cooling systems to reduce the energy con-
sumption of buildings. Moreover, few researchers have integrated
different ocean energy sources to achieve the goal of zero-energy
buildings and verify their techno-economic-environmental feasi-
bility.

Second, several researchers have begun to investigate flexibility
control in both normal and zero-energy buildings to reduce the
electricity bill and integrate different renewable energy sources to
compensate for the mismatch between renewable energy genera-
tion and demand. However, the current research in this direction
focuses more on the use of thermal systems in buildings, such
as heat pumps, cooling and heat storage tanks, and the optimal
control of thermal systems. Their economic analyses frequently
result in changes in the annual electricity bills. A few studies have
incorporated other energy storage systems such as batteries and
investigated the techno-economic performance of the systems
over the entire life cycle.

Third, as different regions have proposed demand response or
demand-side management projects for high loads of electricity
consumption during peak periods, researchers have explored the
impact of applying these projects through various control strate-
gies on building bills and total peak loads. However, their current
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Fig. 1. Weather data: (a) monthly total solar radiation on the horizontal surface and (b) seawater temperature.
research focuses on the application of demand response projects
using different intelligent control methods to reduce annual elec-
tricity bills, primarily in single residential buildings. The research
on the use of energy storage systems and corresponding controls
for larger buildings to apply the region’s demand response pro-
gram and investigate their techno-economic performance over
the life cycle is limited.

Based on these three scientific gaps, this study investigated
the impact of a flexibility enhancement approach for a zero-
energy office building supported by ocean energy on the techno-
economic performance. Moreover, it examined the impact of
these flexibility controls on the economic performance of the
target building over one year and its entire life cycle following the
application of the region’s demand response project. The novelty
of this study is that, first, a coastal office building achieved the
goal of a zero-emission building and was profitable throughout
its life cycle through the incorporation of FPV panels, tidal stream
generators (TSGs), and sea-source cooling systems. Second, the
impact on the techno-economic performance of the system was
investigated through different control measures to enhance flex-
ibility using flexibility sources in the system. Third, the impact of
different control methods on system performance was analysed
through simulations after the application of the Peak Demand
Management (PDM) programme in the Hong Kong region. In
this study, the main variable was battery capacity. The techno-
economic performance of the system under flexible control was
investigated using two control methods. After the introduction of
the PDM programme, its impact on the economic performance of
the system and the possibility of achieving a neutral economic
performance of the system at different percentages of renewable
energy generation over a 20-year life cycle without a feed-in tariff
were explored. Furthermore, two suggestions were proposed for
the refinement of the current policy to improve economic per-
formance without a feed-in tariff. The remainder of this paper
is organised as follows. In Section 2, the weather, building de-
mand, and simulation environment are presented. Descriptions
of the building services, integrated ocean system, utility tariff
model, and PDM programme are presented in Section 3. The
detailed analysis criteria are presented in Section 4. In Section 5,
the simulation results and discussions are presented. Finally, the
conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Weather, coastal building demands, and simulation envi-
ronment

The investigation of flexibility control and enhancement was
based on a case study established in a previous study. The case
study was a simulated hypothetical ocean-energy-supported
10247
zero-emission office building using a hybrid FPV system and TSGs.
This section presents the weather data used in this study, the
various demands of the original coastal office building, and the
simulated environment.

The location of the case study was Ma wan, Hong Kong. The
weather condition of Hong Kong is subtropical. The weather
file of Hong Kong from the simulation software provided essen-
tial hourly weather input data for building energy simulations,
including ambient temperature and humidity. Hourly solar radi-
ation data were also included for the energy simulation of the
FPV system (SEL, 2017; MeteotestAG, 2021). Based on data from
the weather file, the annual total solar radiation on the horizontal
surface was 1423 kWh/m2. The monthly values of total solar
radiation on the horizontal surface are shown in Fig. 1(a). The
maximum monthly solar radiation was observed in the summer
month of July (168.5 kWh/m2), and the minimum in February
(63.9 kWh/m2), which corresponds with the climate of Hong
Kong.

The seawater temperatures used in the sea-source cooling
system and FPV system were provided by the Hong Kong Ob-
servatory. The seawater temperature data were monitored at the
Waglan Island seawater area and recorded at one datum per hour.
Fig. 1(b) shows the hourly seawater temperatures.

The tidal stream data used to simulate the energy generation
of the TSG system were provided by the Hydrographic Office of
the Marine Department (HKHO, 2017), and the interval between
the data was 0.25 h. The data were generated by the Hong Kong
Tidal Stream Prediction System based on the tidal components
generated from the updated Hong Kong Tidal Atlas Model. Ac-
cording to the Hydrographic Office, the average difference in
the current peak speed ranges from 0.03 to 0.21 m/s, while
the average phase difference in peak velocity is approximately
17 min based on the comparison of the predicted data with actual
field observed data (HKHO, 2017). The tidal data monitoring and
recording site is located at Kap Shui Mun, near Ma wan, and its
location on the map is shown in the Google screenshot in Fig. 2(a).
The tidal data used for the simulation were tidal velocities, whose
monthly average and maximum values are presented in Fig. 2(b).
Owing to the characteristics of the tides, the average monthly
tidal velocity is relatively constant, ranging from 0.76 to 0.84 m/s.

The target rectangular office had ten office floors and one
underground parking floor, which was established in a previous
study (Cao, 2019). Each floor had the same size of 480 m2 and
a floor height of 3 m. Building envelopes, insulation, and other
service systems were designed based on the Performance-based
Building Energy Code of Hong Kong (EMSD, 2007). According to
the Hong Kong Green Office Guide (HKGBC, 2016), to reduce solar

heat gain through glazing, we set the window-to-wall ratio of
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Fig. 2. Tidal data information: (a) tidal stream prediction point location and (b) monthly tidal velocity at the selected point.
Fig. 3. Duration curves of the (a) cooling, (b) heating, and (c) electric demands of the target office building.
Table 1
Cooling, heating, and electric demands of the target office building.

AHU
cooling

Space
cooling

Total
cooling

AHU
heating

Space
heating

DHW
heating

Total
heating

Electrical
demand

Total Energy (kWh/m2) 223.4 38.22 261.6 0 0.39 4.47 4.86 191.3
Peak power (kW) 1177.8 204 1177.8 0.55 39.34 8.81 39.82 255.8
the external envelope to 0.21. The annual internal gain of the
lighting system and equipment including devices and elevators
were 58.6 and 104.3 kWh/m2, respectively. The location of the
office building considered in this study is shown in Fig. 2(a).
The annual total energy demands and peak power demands of
the air handling unit (AHU) cooling, space cooling, AHU heating,
space heating, domestic hot water (DHW) heating, and electrical
energy demands of the original coastal office building without
any energy-saving strategies and renewable energy generation
system were simulated (Table 1). The duration curves are shown
in Fig. 3. The electrical energy demands of the office building
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3(b) include the electrical energy
demands of all systems in the building, except for the cooling and
heating systems.

The case study in the previous study was built in the TRNSYS
18 simulation environment (UW-Madison, 2021). As an open
modular structure with open-source code, TRNSYS 18 is a dy-
namic energy simulation software that can simulate all types of
energy systems and renewable generation using built-in models
and an equation box with feasible equations. TRNSYS enables re-
searchers to simulate the performance of an entire energy system
by splitting the system into individual components or models.
Therefore, this software is suitable for analysing single-building,
10248
local, and community energy systems (EnergyPlan, 2021). To
maintain a stable simulation, we set the time step of the sim-
ulation in TRNSYS to 0.25 h.

3. Building services, integrated ocean energy system, and busi-
ness models

3.1. Basic components, control principles, and associated flexibility
sources

The main sections of this hybrid system include renewable
energy systems, energy consumption equipment and service sys-
tems in buildings, and energy storage systems. A brief schematic
of the system is shown in Fig. 4. The service systems include AHU
cooling (AC), space cooling (SC), and DHW systems. The energy-
consuming equipment includes water-cooled chillers in both AC
and SC systems, auxiliary electric heaters in the DHW system,
lighting systems, lifting systems, and office electric devices. The
hybrid renewable energy system primarily consists of three parts.

The first part is the seawater cooling system, which is shown
at the top of Fig. 4. The objective of this system is to decrease
the energy consumption of the cooling system by utilising the
ocean thermal energy (OTE). To achieve this, submerged heat
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the coastal zero-energy office building with the hybrid ocean system.
xchangers (HX) are used instead of cooling towers in conven-
ional refrigeration systems to connect the water-cooled chillers
n both the AC and SC systems. Cooling storage tanks are also
sed in both cooling systems as energy storage units and were
harged by water-cooled chillers. The second system is the DHW
ystem, which is shown on the right side of Fig. 4. Based on
he target building being an office building that only requires a
HW system, and because the sea source cooling system omits
he cooling tower that is frequently placed on the roof, the roof
rea can be used to install solar thermal collectors to harness
he solar energy supporting the DHW system. Therefore, the
HW storage tank is charged by both solar thermal collectors
nd auxiliary electric heaters. Third, the ocean renewable electric
nergy generation system, including FPV and TSG systems, is
epicted on the left and highlighted in green. The FPV system
ses PV panels with floating structures on the sea surface to
arness solar energy, and the TSG system uses a hydrokinetic
urbine in the seawater to utilise tidal energy. This system also
ncorporates stationary batteries as an additional energy-storage
evice and an effective source of flexibility, highlighted in yellow
n the schematic diagram. Based on our preliminary investigation,
lthough the cooling storage tanks of AC and SC systems can be
sed as flexibility sources, they have an insignificant impact on
he operational cost. Therefore, stationary batteries served as the
nly flexibility source responding to the smart grid-based control
n this study.

.2. Ocean renewable electric energy system

.2.1. Floating photovoltaic system
As a more common renewable energy option, systems using

olar energy have been selected as a source to generate energy
utput for the target office building. Because the conversion
fficiency of existing technologies for harnessing solar energy is
ot significant, large areas of land are required to install solar
V panel systems to satisfy the energy demand of a building.
owever, owing to the high urban density and large population
olumes in Hong Kong, land resources are very limited, and the
ost of land is very high. Hence, buildings in Hong Kong are
requently high-rise and closely spaced, and the shadows of the
uildings prevent neighbouring buildings from receiving solar
adiation. Therefore, the use of both traditional solar PV panel
ystems installed in open spaces near buildings and more inno-
ative solar PV panels installed on the building envelope can be
hallenging in Hong Kong. As the subject of the study is a coastal
ffice building and as a coastal city, Hong Kong has a 456 km
10249
coastline and sea area of 1644 km2 (EPD, 2005; LandsD, 2020),
FPV systems installed in the sea area near the target building
were selected for this study based on previous research (Zhou
et al., 2022). The hypothetical locations of the FPV system and
target building are shown in Fig. 5.

The main aim of developing FPV systems is to reduce the
amount of land available for installing solar PV panels. To en-
sure the stability of floating solar PV panel systems mounted on
floating platforms, i.e. to receive solar radiation at a more stable
angle, most experimental or commercial projects are currently
installed on the surface of calmer bodies of water such as reser-
voirs or lakes (Kumar et al., 2021). In recent years, an increasing
number of pilot projects have installed FPV systems on the open
sea (Greentechmedia, 2019; Intelligentliving, 2021; Oceansofen-
ergy, 2020; SolarEdition, 2020). Meanwhile, owing to the more
stable temperature of seawater compared with the ambient air
temperature and lower surface seawater temperature in the hot
summer months compared with the ambient temperature or the
temperature near the building envelope, and because the FPV
system is installed on the surface of seawater, the FPV system has
a higher solar energy conversion efficiency (Kumar et al., 2021).
In the TRNSYS simulation, the self-contained model Type 567 to
describe the building integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) was selected
as the simulation model, which was based on the five-parameter
circuit model. This model was selected because it shows the effect
of seawater temperature on the energy generation of FPV panels
in simulations by including a parameter called the back surface
temperature, which can demonstrate the benefits of FPV systems.
Moreover, with reference to recent FPV projects on the open sea,
the slope of the FPV panels was set at 0◦, which was parallel
to the calm sea surface, to avoid the risk of waves and wind
changing the orientation of the FPV system and not adequately
absorbing solar radiation (Intelligentliving, 2021; Statkraft, 2019).
A commercial product called FU 260P (FuturaSun) was selected
for this study (FuturaSun, 2017). The detailed parameters of this
product under standard test conditions of 1000 W/m2 and 25 ◦C
are listed in Table 2.

Based on the previous study (Zhou et al., 2022), we selected
the optimum technically performing case from all the hybrid
renewable energy cases with different mix ratios, which was
called G1C3 and included 3967 pieces of FPV panels. Therefore,
the number of FPV systems in the hybrid renewable energy
system of the zero-energy building case in this study was 3967.
The installation cost of FPV panels was assumed to be 26520
HKD/ kW, and the annual operation and maintenance (O&M) cost

was assumed to be 1.92% of the initial investment cost (Paixão
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Table 2
Detailed parameters of PV panel product under the standard test conditions.
Name Module power Module efficiency Dimensions Glass

FU 260P 260 W 15.92% 1.65×0.99×0.035 m Tempered, Transparent, 3.2 mm
Fig. 5. Simulated hypothetical position of the entire system.

artins, 2019; NREL, 2021). The average USD to HKD exchange
ate from 2015 to 2019, which was 7.8, was used in this study to
tandardise the units (World Bank, 2021a).

.2.2. Tidal stream generation system
Another renewable energy system in this hybrid system is the

SG system, which places hydrokinetic turbines in tidal streams
o capture tidal energy from moving water masses (Fraenkel,
006). As a form of hydrokinetic power, tidal energy is one of
he more common types of ocean energy produced by the surge
f ocean waters during rising and falling tides. Tides are changes
n the level of the ocean caused by the gravitational attraction
etween the sun and moon acting on the ocean. Tidal energy is
ighly predictable in terms of its amount and timing, which can
roduce a steady and reliable stream of electricity. Considering
he limited land resources and the high cost of land resources in
ong Kong, the TSG, which has a relatively simpler structure, was
elected among the two common tidal energy technologies, tidal
arrage and TSG. Based on the tidal stream data obtained and the
eographical location of the office building, the location for the
nstallation of the TSG was also assumed in this study, as shown
n Fig. 5.

A hydrokinetic turbine is the core component of TSGs. Three
ypical tidal turbine structures are used to anchor the TSGs in
pecified locations: gravity base, mono-pile, and floating struc-
ures. In this study, based on the settings used in previous re-
earch, tidal turbines with floating structures were assumed to
e used. This is because floating structures have several advan-
ages, including flexibility, ease of maintenance, and relatively
ow cost, and the installation and removal of floating moored
ystems can be relatively rapid (Fraenkel, 2002). As an effective
ynamic energy simulation software, TRNSYS 18 contains var-
ous built-in models for simulating different renewable energy
ystems. Although tidal power is one of the few renewable en-
rgy sources that do not have a built-in model in TRNSYS, this
an be achieved using a suitable and feasible power-generation
ormula and equation box. In this study, a commercial product,
he Neptune Proteus vertical-axis tidal stream power generator,

as used to build the model. Based on the power curves and
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the generalised logistic function from Hardisty’s research on this
commercial product (Hardisty, 2012), the simulation function of
a 250 kW Neptune Proteus TSG modelled in TRNSYS can be
expressed as

P (t) =
250(

1 + 5.785e−0.122(v−1.3306)
)1/0.0325 ((1) Hardisty, 2012)

where P(t) is the instantaneous power-generation output. As
described in the previous subsection, a previously studied case,
G1C3, was selected for this study. It contained two TSGs to form
a zero-emission office building (Zhou et al., 2022). Therefore, two
TSG systems were used in the hybrid renewable energy system
for the zero-emission building case in this study. The installation
cost of the TSG was assumed to be 19110 HKD/kW, and the
annual O&M cost was assumed to be 5% of the capital cost (Chen,
2013) (NREL).

3.3. Electricity tariff model and peak demand management pro-
gramme in Hong Kong

As an important part of the techno-economic analysis of a
zero-energy building, the electricity tariff model used by the
target office building in Hong Kong was the first step to be
determined before calculating the economic criteria. The tariff
model was selected from the 2021 electricity tariff table of CLP
Power Hong Kong, Ltd. (CLP, 2021a). One of the electricity tariff
models for buildings with high electricity consumption is the CLP
bulk tariff. As an eight-storey office building with high electricity
consumption, it satisfies the CLP bulk tariff requirement of at least
20,000 kWh per month, and the bulk tariff differentiates between
peak and low-peak electricity costs. Therefore, the CLP bulk tariff
was selected for this study. Table 3 lists the specific requirements
and charge rates for the tariff model are listed in Table 3.

Based on the data in Table 3, a 2.5 times difference was
observed in the demand charge between the on-peak and off-
peak periods for this tariff model; therefore, there was consider-
able potential to reduce operating costs by conducting flexibility
control between the on-peak and off-peak periods.

Meanwhile, as a CLP bulk tariff customer, the office building in
this study was eligible to participate in CLP’s PDM programme, an
incentive mechanism for smart grid. This programme is similar to
international demand response programmes in which rebates can
be earned by reducing energy use during peak demand periods
(CLP, 2021b). The aim of the programme is to encourage com-
mercial customers to reduce their energy consumption during
on-peak hours to reduce pressure on the grid. Customers can gain
incentives when they join PDM events, which are held for up to
4 h between 11 am and 10 pm. Before the occurrence of these
PDM events, CLP sends advance notice to the customer on the
time and duration of the event if they are selected to participate
in an upcoming event. The incentive rate for the PDM event is
determined by the notification lead time, the data for which are
presented in Table 4. In this study, the addition of the CLP PDM
programme based on flexibility control was explored in terms of
its impact on the economic performance of the systems.

CLP and the client agree on a mutually agreed ‘‘target’’ for
hourly demand reduction, and while CLP welcomes customers
to reduce their electricity demand by an amount greater than
the target, they can only offer a maximum incentive payment

for electricity demand reduction up to 150% of the target for
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Table 3
Detail requirements and charge rates of CLP bulk tariff.
(a) Demand Charge (b) Energy Charge

On-Peak Period Off-Peak Period On-Peak Period Off-Peak Period

Minimum on-peak billing demand: 100kVA Total Monthly Consumption Block, Rate (Cents/Unit)

Each of the
first 650 kVA

Each kVA
above 650

Each off-peak
kVA up to the
on-peak billing
demand

Each off-peak
kVA in excess
of the on-peak
billing demand

Each of the
first 200,000
units

Each unit over
200,000

Each unit

68.4 HKD 65.4 HKD 0.0 HKD 26.8 HKD 75.3 73.7 67.6
Table 4
Incentive rates of the PDM programme based on the notification lead time.
Notification lead time Event status Incentive rates (HKD per kWh reduction)

≥24 h before the event Executed 8
Cancelled 8

≥4 h but <24 h before the event Executed 13
Cancelled 8
p
c
r
p
w
(
W
m
a
p
B
E
p

5

p
s
t

each event. CLP defines the total reduction in electricity demand
achieved by the customer by calculating the difference between
the baseline and actual electricity demand during the event pe-
riod. This normalised baseline is the average electricity demand
in the same period of the relevant event of the three highest
electricity demand days in the ten preceding non-event days.

4. Analysis criteria

Several technical and economic analysis criteria were defined
n advance to present the results and performance of the investi-
ation of enhancing building energy flexibility in this study, and
he definitions and generalised formulas of these applied criteria
re presented in this section.
After exploring control strategies to enhance the energy flex-

bility of the building, the technical analysis was based on the
valuation of the flexibility controls to verify and demonstrate
he effectiveness of the measures. Based on the previously de-
cribed tariff model, we aimed to reduce peak demand and energy
onsumption by shifting power demand from the peak period
o the off-peak period. Therefore, two criteria were proposed
o demonstrate the performance of flexibility control strategies:
he peak shaving indicator (PSIpeak) and off-peak valley filling
ndicator (VFIoffpeak). These two analysis criteria are determined
y the duration curve of the peak and off-peak periods, and their
rief diagrams are shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6(a), area I represents the full peak-shaving potential to

educe the peaks in the peak period to the average power value,
nd area II represents the true amount of peak shaving obtained
hrough the flexibility control measures. In Fig. 6(b), area I rep-
esents the potential to fill the entire valley below the average
ower value in the off-peak period, and area II represents the
rue amount of valley filling obtained through flexibility control
easures.
The generalised equations of the two criteria can be expressed

s

SIpeak =

∫ tp,ref
0

[
Pref,p(t) − Pj,p(t)

]
dt∫ tp,ref

0

[
Pref,p(t) − Pavg,ref,peak

]
dt

(2)

VFIoffpeak =

∫ top,end
top,ref

[
Pj,op(t) − Pref,op(t)

]
dt∫ top,end

top,ref

[
Pavg,ref,offpeak − Pref,op(t)

]
dt

(3)

where ‘tp,ref’ is the temporal intersection of the demand duration
curve and the average demand line of the reference case during
the peak period, ‘Pref,p(t)’ is the demand duration curve of the
reference case during the peak period, ‘P ’ is the demand
j,p(t)
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duration curve of the selected case (j) with flexibility control
strategy during the peak period, ‘Pavg, ref,p(t)’ is the average de-
mand line of the reference case during the peak period, ‘top,ref’ is
the temporal intersection of the demand duration curve and the
average demand line of the reference case during the off-peak
period ‘top,end’ is the instance when the demand duration curve
of the reference case for the off-peak period has a value of 0,
‘Pref,op(t)’ is the demand duration curve of reference case during
the off-peak period, ‘Pj,op(t)’ is the demand duration curve of case
(j) with a flexibility control strategy during the off-peak period,
and ‘Pavg, ref,op(t)’ is the average demand line of the reference case
during the off-peak period. Greater PSIpeak and VFIoffpeak values
indicate better technical performance.

Furthermore, to investigate the impact of flexibility enhance-
ment on the economic performance of the hybrid system, we
used the net present value as the only economic criterion in the
analysis, which can indicate the net cash flows after the pay-
back period. In this study, economic performance was compared
based on the reference case, which did not have any renewable
energy generation input and was supplied only by the grid. There-
fore, this economic criterion can be described as the relative net
present value (NPVrel). The equation for NPVrel is

NPVrel =

n=20∑
t=0

Bt − Ct

(1 + i)t
(4)

where ‘Bt’ is the relative benefit of period t that includes the
rofits and savings of the hybrid system relative to the reference
ase, ‘Ct’ is the relative cost of the hybrid system relative to the
eference case during period t, ‘n’ is the useful lifetime of the
roject, and ‘i’ is the interest rate. The value of the interest rate
as specified as 2.139% based on the five-year average value
2016–2020) of Hong Kong’s real interest rate provided by the
orld Bank (World Bank, 2021b). A positive value represents
oney that can be earned over a 20-year period, whereas a neg-
tive value represents a loss over a 20-year period. The electricity
rice escalation ratio was considered when calculating NPVrel.
ased on the electricity tariff prices obtained from Hong Kong
nergy Statistics for the last 20 years, the value of the electricity
rice escalation ratio was 0.01315 (C&SD, 2022).

. Simulation results, analyses, and discussions

This section describes the flexibility control and the PDM
rogramme investigations through TRNSYS simulations. The re-
ults obtained from these two investigations are presented, and
heir demonstrated techno-economic performance is discussed.
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Fig. 6. Brief diagrams of (a) peak shaving indicator (PSIpeak) and (b) off-peak valley filling indicator (VFIoffpeak).
Fig. 7. Flow chart of the research steps and methodology.
Based on the results of these investigations, we discuss existing
commercial tariff models and energy policies. Two approaches
are proposed for the refinement of tariff models and PDM pro-
gramme, and the feasibility of these two approaches was inves-
tigated through simulations. To estimate economic performance,
we calculated the feed-in tariff for renewable energy set by the
Hong Kong government based on the generation of renewable
energy, which is 3 HKD per unit of generation (CLP, 2022). The
investment cost of the battery was assumed to be 150 USD per
kWh, which is 1170 HKD per kWh (Hsieh et al., 2019). To ensure
proper operation, the batteries were assumed to be replaced
every 10 years in this study. A flowchart of the research steps is
shown in Fig. 7. The impact of flexibility control is presented in
Section 5.1. Second, the impact of the PDM programme is inves-
tigated in Section 5.2, including the neutral NPVrel investigation
and target investigation. Furthermore, the investigation of policy
refinement suggestions is demonstrated in Section 5.3, including
benchmark modifications and grid exporting tariffs.

5.1. Investigation of flexibility control

Based on the previous description, the stationary battery is
the only reliable source of flexibility in this hybrid system, and
the flexibility control in this study was based on the interaction
between the stationary battery and grid or renewable energy
generation. The study of flexibility control was divided into three
scenarios. In scenario 1 (S1), the target office building used only
the sea-source cooling system and solar thermal collectors to
reduce system energy consumption, no renewable energy gener-
ation system was incorporated, and all energy input was obtained
10252
from the grid; we called this scenario the all-grid case. In scenar-
ios 2 (S2) and 3 (S3), based on S1, the previously mentioned ocean
renewable energy generation system consisting of two TSGs and
3967 FPV panels was included in the system as the main energy
input to the building, called the zero-emission case. In scenario
2 (S2), the stationary batteries were set to interact only with
the grid, meaning that only the grid was used to charge the
batteries. In scenario 3 (S3), the batteries interacted with both
the renewable energy surplus and the grid, meaning that for a
renewable energy surplus, the batteries would be charged first,
and if the batteries were still available, the grid would be used
to charge the batteries. The overall flexibility control strategies
used in this study can be summarised as peak shaving and valley
filling, whereby the stationary battery is charged during the off-
peak period to reduce the energy demand peak during both the
peak and off-peak periods. The value of the energy demand to be
achieved to charge the battery during the off-peak period is called
the charging line, and the target to reduce the energy demand
by discharging the battery during the peak period is called the
discharging line. As the energy demand varied from month to
month, two control strategies were applied in the simulation:
Flexibility Control 1 (FC1) and Flexibility Control 2 (FC2). In FC1,
in a year, the charging line had the same value for each month,
and the discharging line had the same value for each month. In
FC2, in a year, the charging line differed for each month, and the
discharging line differed for each month, but the charging and
discharging lines were the same in the same month.

5.1.1. Scenario 1: All-grid case
The results for S1 are presented and discussed in this subsec-

tion. As previously described, the system in S1 did not include the
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Fig. 8. Techno-economic performance of S1 under (a) FC1 (b) FC2 methods.
Fig. 9. Duration curves of optimum and reference case in S1 during the (a) peak period and (b) off-peak period.
Fig. 10. Comparison between the annual original ED and the ED of the optimum technical performance in S1.
t
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hybrid ocean energy system, and the energy demand of the office
building was satisfied solely by the grid. In S1, the performance of
the system was calculated and investigated for a total of 10 bat-
tery capacities, increasing from 100 to 1000 kWh, varying by 100
kWh each time. The indicators of techno-economic performance
included the annual tariff, its reduction percentage based on the
reference case, relative net present value (NPVrel), peak shaving
ndicator (PSIpeak), and off-peak valley filling indicator (VFIoffpeak).
he reference case was the all-grid case without any flexibil-
ty control. As observed from the results of the five indicators
hown in Fig. 8, under the control of both methods, the annual
ariff gradually decreased as the battery capacity increased, cor-
esponding to a gradual increase in the annual tariff reduction
ercentage. The two technical performance indicators, PSIpeak and
FIoffpeak, also gradually increased. Although the annual tariff
radually decreased, the NPV value also decreased owing to
rel

10253
he high investment cost of the battery and replacement every
0 years. A comparison of the two control methods revealed that
C2 offered further improvements in both technical and economic
erformance compared with FC1. When the control method was
C1, NPVrel was negative for all battery capacities, although the

annual tariff could be reduced. When the control method was
FC2, the annual tariffs were further reduced and the NPVrel values
increased, but the positive NPVrel value only occurred with a 100
kWh battery, which was 0.18 × 105 HKD. Furthermore, the PSIpeak
values in FC2 improved further, indicating that with FC2, the
energy demand spikes in the peak period were more effectively
reduced. The best technically performing case was the 1000 kWh
battery in FC2 with PSIpeak and VFIoffpeak values of 18.40 × 10−2

and 58.79 × 10−5, respectively.
The duration curves of the case with optimum technical per-

formance in S1 and the reference case in the peak and off-peak
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eriods are depicted in Fig. 9(a) and (b). The blue curves in the
wo plots are the duration curves of the case with the optimum
echnical performance in S1, and the red dashed line curves
re the duration curves of the reference case. These duration
urves show that the best technical performance in S1 effectively
nd significantly reduced the peak value of the energy demand
uring the peak and off-peak periods using a 1000 kWh battery.
he part of the duration curve of the case with the optimum
echnical performance in Fig. 9(a) that does not overlap with the
uration curve of the reference case has several sections of the
ame value, which shows that the energy demands during the
eak period were perfectly controlled below the discharging line
y FC2. A comparison between the energy demand (ED) of the
ptimum technical performance in S1 and the original ED without
lexibility control is shown in Fig. 10, which clearly shows that
C2 was effective in reducing the peaks in the ED.

.1.2. Scenario 2: Zero-emission case, battery interacts with the grid
In S2, the hybrid ocean energy system consisting of the TSG

ystem and the FPV system introduced previously was incorpo-
ated based on the original S1. Batteries were also included as a
ource of flexibility, and they were only charged by the grid in this
cenario. Ten different battery capacities were selected, beginning
ith 200 kWh and increasing in intervals of 200 kWh up to
000 kWh. The reference case of S2 to calculate the reduction
ercentage was the all-grid case without any flexibility control,
hereas the reference case to calculate NPVrel was the zero-
mission case without any battery or control. The data show that
nder FC1, the annual tariff continued to decrease as the battery
apacity increased, and the reduction percentage of the annual
ariff based on the reference case continued to increase, with a
inimum annual tariff of 6.52 × 105 HKD per year when the
attery was 2000 kWh. When FC2 was applied, the minimum
nnual tariff and the peak of its reduction percentage appeared
or a battery of 1800 kWh, with 6.27 × 105 HKD and 18.02%,
espectively. The annual tariff increased when the battery in-
reased to 2000 kWh, because more electricity from the grid was
pent during the off-peak period to charge the larger battery,
nd the savings from FC2 during the peak period could not cover
his. This was also reflected in the greater increase in VFIoffpeak
nd the higher slope of the VFIoffpeak curve from 1800 to 2000
Wh (Fig. 11(b)). Similarly, when the battery capacity was the
ame, the technical and economic performance obtained with FC2
mproved significantly compared with FC1. Although all NPVrel
alues in S2 were positive, the NPVrel values obtained from both
C1 and FC2 continued to decrease as the battery capacity in-
reased, owing to the expensive battery investment costs. The
est economic performance of the entire S2 was for a battery
apacity of 200 kWh with FC2, with an NPVrel of 23.94 × 106

KD. The best technical performance was for a battery capacity of
000 kWh with FC2, with the largest PSIpeak and VFIoffpeak values
f 37.76 × 10−2 and 14.02 × 10−2, respectively.
The duration curves of the case with optimum technical per-

ormance in S2 and the reference case in the peak and off-peak
eriods are depicted in Fig. 12(a) and (b), respectively. The blue
urves in the two plots are the duration curves for the case with
he optimum technical performance in S2, and the red dashed line
urves are the duration curves of the reference case. Similarly,
he noticeable difference between the duration curves of the best
echnically performing and reference cases during the peak and
ff-peak periods at the beginning indicated that the peak value
f the energy demand was effectively reduced during both the
eak and off-peak periods. This proved the effectiveness of FC2.
comparison between the ED of the case with optimum technical
erformance in S2 and the original ED without flexibility control
s shown in Fig. 13.
10254
.1.3. Scenario 3: Zero-emission case, battery interacts with the grid
nd renewable energy
The composition of the system in S3 was the same as that

n S2, which incorporated the hybrid ocean renewable energy
ystem and battery; the only difference was that in S3, the battery
as charged by both the surplus renewable energy generated
y the hybrid ocean renewable energy system and the grid.
en different battery capacities were selected, starting with 200
Wh and increasing in intervals of 200 kWh up to 2000 kWh.
he reference case of scenario 3 to calculate the reduction per-
entage was the all-grid case without any flexibility control,
hereas the reference case to calculate NPVrel was the zero-
mission case without any battery or control. As Fig. 14 show,
nder the control of both methods, the technical performance
ndicators PSIpeak and VFIoffpeak both increased as the battery
apacity increased, whereas the economic performance indica-
ors annual tariff and NPVrel both decreased as battery capacity
ncreased. Although the reduction in the annual tariff indicates
mproved economic performance, the high investment cost of
he battery and the requirement to replace it every 10 years re-
ulted in overall economic performance, as reflected by the NPVrel
alue, which continued to deteriorate as the battery capacity
ncreased. Meanwhile, comparisons demonstrated the improve-
ent in both technical and economic performance obtained with
C2 compared with FC1. Therefore, both the best technically
erforming and optimum cases of economic performance used
C2. The case with the best technical performance used a 2000
Wh battery, the PSIpeak and VFIoffpeak values were 41.18 × 10−2

nd 9.40 × 10−2, respectively. The case with the optimum eco-
omic performance used a 200 kWh battery, and the NPVrel
esult was 23.99 × 106 HKD. Furthermore, the techno-economic
performance of S3 was better than that of S2. This was because
the direct output of surplus renewable energy to the grid could
not benefit the system, whereas S3 used this surplus renewable
energy to reduce operating costs and improve the performance
of the system.

The duration curves of the case with optimum technical per-
formance in S3 and the reference case in the peak and off-peak
periods are shown in Fig. 15(a) and (b), respectively. The blue
curves in the two plots are the duration curves of the case with
the optimum technical performance in S3, and the red dashed
line curves are the duration curves of the reference case. A com-
parison between the ED of the optimum technical performance
in S3 and the original ED without flexibility control is shown in
Fig. 16.

5.2. Investigation of the Peak Demand Management programme

As a customer using the bulk tariff model, the hybrid system in
this study can be eligible to participate in CLP’s PDM programme,
an incentive mechanism for smart grid, as mentioned in the
previous section. Based on the flexibility control achieved through
batteries, as discussed in the previous subsection, the office build-
ing can reduce energy consumption and peak demand during
peak periods by releasing the energy charged by the batteries
during off-peak periods. By participating in this PDM programme,
an incentive can be earned to improve the economic performance
of the system by reducing energy consumption during peak event
hours.

Therefore, the PDM programme was included in the energy
simulation environment of the hybrid system to calculate the new
annual electricity tariff and NPVrel to demonstrate the impact of
the PDM programme on the economic performance of the system.
Because the battery was the only effective flexibility source in
this system, the variable of the parametric study was the capacity
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Fig. 11. Techno-economic performance of S2 under (a) FC1 and (b) FC2 methods.
Fig. 12. Duration curves of optimum and reference case in S2 during the (a) peak period and (b) off-peak period.
Table 5
PDM cases and specific settings.
Name of
PDM case

Event frequency Notification lead time Incentive rate
[HKD/kWh]

C1 High frequency, 1 event per 2 days ≥4 h but <24 h before the event 13
C2 High frequency, 1 event per 2 days ≥24 h before the event 8
C3 Medium frequency, 1 event per 4 days ≥4 h but <24 h before the event 13
C4 Medium frequency, 1 event per 4 days ≥24 h before the event 8
C5 Low frequency. 1 event per 6 days ≥4 h but <24 h before the event 13
C6 Low frequency. 1 event per 6 days ≥24 h before the event 8
Fig. 13. Comparison between the annual original ED and the ED of the optimum
technical performance in S2.
10255
of the battery. Based on the previous flexibility control inves-
tigation, the investigation of the PDM programme was divided
into three scenarios: scenario 1 (all-grid case), scenario 2 (zero-
emission case) with the battery only interacting with the grid,
and scenario 3 (zero-emission case), where the battery interacted
with both the grid and renewable energy surplus. Two control
methods were established to simulate the PDM programme. The
first control method, called PDM Control 1, was based on the orig-
inal flexibility of having different charging and discharging lines
every month, without further control for the PDM programme.
The second control method was called PDM Control 2, which
was based on the original flexibility control, which increased the
charging line to the maximum demand during the off-peak period
each month, the battery did not discharge during the off-peak
period to reduce peak demand and remained fully charged when
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Fig. 14. Techno-economic performance of S3 under (a) FC1 and (b) FC2 methods.
Fig. 15. Duration curves of optimum and reference case in S3 during the (a) peak period and (b) off-peak period.
Fig. 16. Comparison between the annual original ED and the ED of the optimum
technical performance in S3.

entering the peak period. When a PDM event occurs, the discharg-
ing line would be further reduced to increase the reduction in
energy demand during the event period, resulting in more PDM
incentives. This study created three different PDM event profiles
determined by the frequency of event occurrences: high, medium,
and low frequencies. The high-frequency event profile had an
event every two days with a probability of 50%, the medium-
frequency profile had an event every four days with a probability
of 36%, and the low-frequency profile had an event every six
10256
days with a probability of 16.67%. The day on which the event
occurred, start time, and maintenance time were determined
using the stochastic function in Excel. Based on the frequency
of these three PDM events and the two different notification
lead times introduced previously, six different PDM cases can be
formed for investigation: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6. The specific
event frequency, notification lead time, and incentive rate for the
six cases are shown in Table 5. The ‘target’ (kW) for the annual
events was assumed to be unrestricted, which was equal to the
maximum peak demand of the year. Based on the preliminary
study, the difference between the NPVrel calculated using dif-
ferent event profiles obtained using the stochastic algorithm for
each year of the 20-year life cycle and NPVrel calculated using
the same event profile for each year was 1.91%, which was not
significant. Therefore, the event profile would be the same for
each year when calculating NPVrel.

5.2.1. Scenario 1: All-grid case
For S1, similar to the previous flexibility investigation, the

PDM programme explored a parametric study based on different
battery capacities in TRNSYS. The battery capacities were first
increased from 100 to 1000 kWh in intervals of 100 kWh. The im-
pact of both PDM programme control methods on the economic
performance of the system was demonstrated by the decrease
in the operational cost and NPVrel. The economic performances
under PDM Controls 1 and 2 are presented in Tables 6 and 7,
respectively. The variation trends of NPV under PDM Controls
rel
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Table 6
Economic performance of PDM cases under PDM Control 1 in S1.
Battery capacity [kWh] 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

C1 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 14.97 14.96 14.99 15.04 15.08 15.11 15.13 15.14 15.14 15.13
Reduction [%] 8.49 8.54 8.36 8.09 7.82 7.62 7.49 7.47 7.44 7.54
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 2.06 1.88 1.63 1.37 1.10 0.85 0.61 0.41 0.20 0.03

C2 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.46 15.42 15.41 15.41 15.40 15.41 15.40 15.39 15.37 15.34
Reduction [%] 5.52 5.74 5.81 5.83 5.84 5.82 5.85 5.95 6.04 6.24
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 1.27 1.14 0.96 0.77 0.58 0.37 0.18 0.01 −0.17 −0.32

C3 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.72 15.69 15.67 15.64 15.63 15.62 15.59 15.56 15.53 15.50
Reduction [%] 3.89 4.07 4.24 4.37 4.48 4.55 4.69 4.87 5.05 5.28
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.84 0.70 0.55 0.39 0.22 0.04 −0.13 −0.28 −0.43 −0.57

C4 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.92 15.87 15.82 15.78 15.74 15.72 15.68 15.65 15.61 15.57
Reduction [%] 2.69 2.99 3.28 3.54 3.79 3.92 4.12 4.35 4.57 4.84
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.53 0.41 0.29 0.17 0.04 −0.13 −0.28 −0.42 −0.56 −0.69

C5 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.94 15.89 15.84 15.79 15.75 15.73 15.70 15.66 15.62 15.57
Reduction [%] 2.55 2.87 3.17 3.46 3.72 3.87 4.06 4.28 4.52 4.80
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.49 0.38 0.27 0.15 0.02 −0.14 −0.29 −0.43 −0.57 −0.70

C6 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 16.05 15.99 15.93 15.87 15.82 15.79 15.75 15.71 15.67 15.62
Reduction [%] 1.86 2.25 2.62 2.98 3.32 3.51 3.73 3.99 4.24 4.55
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.31 0.22 0.12 0.02 −0.08 −0.24 −0.38 −0.51 −0.65 −0.76
1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b), respectively. Based on
the annual tariff results and reduction percentage in Table 6,
in the cases of PDM Control 1, the annual tariff results in C1
increased and then decreased slightly as the battery capacity
increased. In the other five cases, the annual operating costs
gradually decreased as the battery capacity increased. However,
the variation in the reduction percentage was insignificant at
approximately 1% to 2%. Under PDM Control 1, the positive effect
of the PDM programme on the economic performance of the
system was greater when the battery capacity was lower. The
reason for this was that the PDM model specifies the benchmark
for calculating the PDM energy consumption reduction as the
average value of the three maximum energy demands at the
same period of the day in the ten preceding non-event days.
In the original flexibility control, the monthly charging and dis-
charging lines were reduced as the battery capacity increased,
and the value of the energy demand was successfully reduced
below the charging and discharging lines. This means that, as
the battery capacity increased, the benchmark for calculating the
energy demand reduction also reduced, reducing the incentive
from the PDM programme. Meanwhile, owing to the high battery
investment cost caused by replacing the battery every 10 years,
the NPVrel of cases C1 to C6 decreased with increasing battery
apacity (Fig. 17(a)). From C3 to C6, the NPVrel results even had
egative values when the battery capacity was greater than 500
Wh.
When PDM Control 2 was applied to S1, the economic perfor-

ance of the system was completely different from that of PDM
ontrol 1. As shown in Table 7, the annual tariff for C1 to C6
ecreased as the battery capacity increased. The largest reduction
n annual tariff was observed in C1, where the annual tariff could
e reduced by 3.95 × 105 HKD when the battery increased from
00 to 1000 kWh, and the reduction percentage could reach
2.90%. C6 had the smallest reduction in annual tariff when the
attery increased from 100 to 1000 kWh, with a reduction of
.24 × 105 HKD in annual tariff and a reduction percentage of
.15%. Furthermore, owing to the increased incentives gained
s a result of the control exercised on PDM programme, the
conomic performance of PDM Control 2, based on the reduction
f annual tariff and NPVrel, improved significantly compared with
DM Control 1. As shown in Fig. 17(b), the general trend of NPVrel
ariation for C1 to C5 increased with battery capacity, except
or C6, where the NPVrel curve increased and then decreased as
he battery capacity increased, with a peak of 0.28 × 106 HKD
occurring at 400 kWh.
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When the battery capacity increased to 900 and 1000 kWh, the
NPVrel of C6 became negative at −0.04 × 106 and −0.16 × 106

HKD, respectively. Based on this NPVrel variation curve, the bat-
tery capacity was increased to 2000 kWh, with a single increase
of 200 kWh, to investigate the economic performance. The annual
tariff from C1 to C6 was further reduced as the battery capacity
increases. The variation curve of NPVrel for a single 200 kWh
increase in battery capacity from 200 to 2000 kWh is shown in
Fig. 17(c). By comparing Fig. 17(b) and (c), we observed that when
the battery capacity increased to 2000 kWh, the NPVrel of C1 to
C5 changed in a comparable manner; both continued to increase,
whereas the NPVrel of C6 continued to decrease after a peak at
400 kWh.

5.2.2. Scenario 2: Zero-emission case, battery interacts with the grid
In S2, the target office building became a zero-emission sys-

tem with the application of the hybrid ocean renewable energy
generation system. Batteries would only be charged by the grid;
the surplus renewable energy generation would be directly ex-
ported to the grid. Based on the previous flexibility investigation,
the battery capacities were increased from 0 to 2000 kWh to
investigate the impact of the PDM programme on the economic
performance of the system in intervals of 50 kWh between 0 and
200 kWh, and intervals of 200 kWh between 200 and 2000 kWh.
The economic performance under PDM Control 1 is presented in
Table 8, whereas the economic performance under PDM Control 2
is presented in Table 9. The variation trends of NPVrel under PDM
Controls 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 18(a) and (b), respectively.

When the battery capacity was 0, for both PDM Controls 1
and 2, the annual tariff decreased by 51.55%, 31.62%, 30.88%,
18.90%, 13.95%, and 8.48% from C1 to C6, respectively, compared
with the reference case. As described in the previous section,
renewable energy generation systems can be considered a source
of reducing the energy import from the grid during the PDM
event period. Therefore, when the hybrid marine energy system
was incorporated into the office building, it could cover part
of the energy demand during the PDM event period, resulting
in a certain amount of PDM reduction and earning incentives
compared with the all-grid case. When the control method was
PDM Control 1, the results of the annual tariff and its reduc-
tion percentage in Table 8 show that, as the battery capacity
increased, the annual tariff first decreased and then increased,
and the reduction percentage first increased and then decreased
for all six cases. For C1, the battery capacity capable of achieving
a minimum annual tariff and maximum reduction percentage
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Table 7
Economic performance of PDM cases under PDM Control 2 in S1.
Battery capacity [kWh] 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1
Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 14.93 14.74 14.40 13.81 13.33 12.83 12.36 11.88 11.42 10.98 9.99 9.00 7.98 6.96 5.96
Reduction [%] 8.77 9.87 12.01 15.56 18.55 21.59 24.47 27.35 30.22 32.90 38.91 44.99 51.19 57.47 63.58
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 2.13 2.22 2.59 3.32 3.88 4.47 5.02 5.57 6.11 6.60 7.76 8.94 10.15 11.39 12.58

C2
Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.43 15.27 15.01 14.61 14.18 13.83 13.49 13.14 12.80 12.45 12.39 11.78 11.16 10.53 9.91
Reduction [%] 5.68 6.50 7.95 10.23 11.90 13.76 15.52 17.25 18.98 20.57 24.24 27.97 31.78 35.64 39.41
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 1.31 1.33 1.52 1.92 2.13 2.41 2.66 2.90 3.14 3.34 3.89 4.44 5.03 5.62 6.20

C3
Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.71 15.57 15.35 14.98 14.64 14.34 14.05 13.78 13.51 13.28 12.72 12.18 11.63 11.07 10.54
Reduction [%] 3.99 4.81 6.16 8.42 10.50 12.35 14.10 15.79 17.44 18.84 22.23 25.57 28.94 32.31 35.59
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.87 0.89 1.04 1.44 1.78 2.05 2.30 2.54 2.76 2.91 3.39 3.85 4.32 4.79 5.23

C4
Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.91 15.79 15.60 15.32 15.04 14.81 14.59 14.37 14.16 13.95 14.01 13.67 13.33 12.99 12.66
Reduction [%] 2.74 3.42 4.35 5.85 7.12 8.26 9.33 10.37 11.39 12.21 14.34 16.41 18.50 20.59 22.61
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.54 0.52 0.57 0.76 0.89 0.97 1.04 1.11 1.17 1.16 1.31 1.43 1.56 1.69 1.80

C5
Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 15.93 15.82 15.68 15.47 15.29 15.12 14.99 14.86 14.74 14.64 14.35 14.06 13.77 13.48 13.20
Reduction [%] 2.62 3.29 4.15 5.43 6.55 7.56 8.36 9.16 9.88 10.52 12.29 14.06 15.84 17.59 19.30
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.65 0.74 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.72 0.77 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.94

C6
Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 16.04 15.94 15.80 15.63 15.45 15.32 15.19 15.06 14.93 14.80 15.00 14.82 14.64 14.46 14.28
Reduction [%] 1.90 2.48 3.12 4.01 4.76 5.43 5.92 6.40 6.80 7.15 8.28 9.41 10.54 11.64 12.73
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 0.32 0.27 0.24 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.15 0.07 −0.04 −0.16 −0.29 −0.41 −0.53 −0.66 −0.79
Fig. 17. NPVrel curves of PDM cases in S1 with different battery capacities under (a) PDM Control 1 (b) PDM Control 2, and (c) PDM Control 2 (continued).
was 800 kWh, with an annual tariff and reduction percentage of
3.19 × 105 HKD and 58.33%, respectively, which were also the
minimum annual tariff and maximum reduction percentage in all
the six cases. In C2 and C3, the peak of the reduction percentage
occurred at a battery capacity of 1000 kWh, whereas in C4, C5,
and C6, the peak of the reduction percentage occurred at a battery
capacity of 1800 kWh. This was because the benchmark used to
calculate the PDM reduction was influenced by the discharging
line during the peak period. As the battery capacity increased, the
discharging line gradually decreased. Therefore, the benchmark
also decreased, resulting in a decrease in the PDM incentive. The
NPVrel curves for PDM Control 1 are shown in Fig. 18(a). The
curves were similar in all six cases owing to the high price of
10258
batteries and their replacement every 10 years, increasing and
then decreasing as the battery capacity increased, with the peak
occurring at a battery capacity of 50 kWh and a minimum value of
2000 kWh. The maximum NPVrel value in the six cases occurred
at 50 kWh for C1, which was 30.39 × 106 HKD.

When PDM Control 2 was applied, the results for the annual
tariff and its reduction percentage in Table 9 showed that these
two values varied in a similar manner to PDM Control 1, with
the annual tariff decreasing and then increasing as the battery
capacity increased, and the reduction percentage increased and
then decreased. The difference with PDM Control 1 was that the
turning point occurred at a larger battery capacity, frequently
1600 or 1800 kWh. Meanwhile, when larger batteries were se-
lected, the annual tariff was lower under the PDM Control 2
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Table 8
Economic performance of PDM cases under PDM Control 1 in S2.
Battery capacity [kWh] 0 50 100 150 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 3.70 3.46 3.42 3.39 3.36 3.26 3.20 3.19 3.24 3.35 3.51 3.60 3.67 3.86
Reduction [%] 51.55 54.80 55.25 55.67 56.07 57.39 58.19 58.33 57.67 56.16 54.13 52.96 52.06 49.50
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 30.04 30.39 30.35 30.31 30.26 30.04 29.75 29.38 28.91 28.33 27.68 27.13 26.61 25.85

C2 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.23 4.97 4.94 4.90 4.87 4.74 4.64 4.58 4.55 4.56 4.62 4.65 4.67 4.81
Reduction [%] 31.62 34.98 35.47 35.93 36.37 38.00 39.29 40.17 40.54 40.31 39.63 39.22 38.97 37.07
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.58 27.95 27.91 27.87 27.83 27.64 27.42 27.14 26.79 26.37 25.89 25.43 24.99 24.32

C3 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.29 5.03 4.99 4.96 4.92 4.80 4.71 4.65 4.62 4.64 4.68 4.70 4.72 4.87
Reduction [%] 30.88 34.20 34.69 35.16 35.61 37.20 38.41 39.20 39.59 39.39 38.87 38.48 38.26 36.35
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.49 27.85 27.82 27.78 27.74 27.55 27.31 27.02 26.68 26.26 25.80 25.34 24.90 24.23

C4 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.20 5.94 5.90 5.87 5.83 5.69 5.57 5.48 5.40 5.35 5.34 5.33 5.32 5.43
Reduction [%] 18.90 22.30 22.81 23.30 23.78 25.58 27.12 28.40 29.42 29.99 30.24 30.30 30.48 28.97
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 26.01 26.38 26.35 26.31 26.28 26.11 25.91 25.68 25.42 25.10 24.73 24.33 23.94 23.32

C5 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.58 6.32 6.28 6.24 6.20 6.06 5.94 5.83 5.74 5.68 5.64 5.61 5.59 5.69
Reduction [%] 13.95 17.38 17.90 18.39 18.87 20.72 22.36 23.79 24.95 25.73 26.24 26.60 26.94 25.61
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 25.40 25.78 25.74 25.71 25.67 25.51 25.33 25.12 24.87 24.57 24.24 23.87 23.51 22.90

C6 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 7.00 6.73 6.69 6.65 6.62 6.47 6.33 6.20 6.09 6.00 5.93 5.89 5.85 5.94
Reduction [%] 8.48 11.95 12.48 12.98 13.49 15.43 17.24 18.92 20.41 21.58 22.46 22.99 23.51 22.37
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 24.72 25.11 25.08 25.04 25.01 24.86 24.69 24.51 24.31 24.06 23.77 23.43 23.08 22.50
Fig. 18. NPVrel curves of PDM cases in S2 with different battery capacities under (a) PDM Control 1 and (b) PDM Control 2.
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ethod than under PDM Control 1, with a greater reduction
ercentage based on the reference case. For example, in C1, the
urning point occurred at a battery capacity of 1600 kWh, with an
nnual tariff and its reduction percentage of 2.13 × 105 HKD and
2.12%, respectively. Compared with PDM Control 1 with a bat-
ery capacity of 1600 kWh, the reduction percentage increased by
9.15%, proving that the annual tariff had been further reduced.
he reason for this was that the further reduction in demand
uring the event period through PDM Control 2 in some months
eached its limit and could not be reduced any further, thus
educing the incentive from the PDM programme. Furthermore,
n C1, when the battery capacity was less than 800 kWh, the
PVrel results for PDM Control 2 were smaller than those for
DM Control 1, the difference being within 2 × 105 HKD. The
attery capacity at which this occurred increased from C2 to
6, where the PDM incentive progressively reduced. This was
ecause PDM Control 2 increased the charging line in the off-peak
eriod, resulting in an increase in the off-peak tariff, and a small-
apacity battery or a lower PDM incentive was not sufficient to
over this cost. For C1, C2, and C3, in which a sufficient incentive
as combined with a larger battery capacity, the NPVrel results for
DM Control 2 could be improved over PDM Control 1 (Fig. 18(b)).
lthough the NPVrel curves of the six cases under PDM Control 2
ere different from those of PDM Control 1, the overall trend was
imilar, with the peak NPVrel occurring at a battery capacity of 50
Wh.
The previous NPVrel results were calculated with a feed-in

ariff to obtain a positive NPV value. Because the feed-in tariff
rel
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s a government subsidy to support the development of renew-
ble energy, it can be considered a burden on the government
conomy. The focus of research on zero-energy buildings is the
easibility of zero-energy buildings with reduced or no feed-in
ariffs. The economic performance of the system can be improved
y earning incentives through the PDM programme and control-
ing the flexibility of the system itself. Therefore, this study used
ases C1 to C6 from PDM Control 2 to investigate the percent-
ge of renewable energy generation at which the system could
chieve a neutral NPVrel value after participating in the PDM
rogramme. The NPVrel results for a single 10% increase in the
ercentage of renewable energy generation from 0 to 100% in C1
o C6 without feed-in tariff are shown in Appendix A, the NPVrel
urves based on the percentage of renewable energy generated
nd the change in battery capacity are shown in Fig. 19. The
pecific numbers of TSGs and FPVs in the hybrid ocean energy
ystem for each percentage are listed in Table 10. The results
ndicated that in the absence of the feed-in tariff, the neutral
PVrel value occurred at low percentages of renewable energy
eneration owing to the expensive investment costs of renew-
ble energy systems and the battery and O&M costs of ocean
enewable energy systems. The frequency of PDM events, PDM
ncentive, and battery capacity are important factors influencing
he NPVrel results. In C1 with a high PDM event frequency, the
eutral NPVrel values occurred between 20% and 30% of the re-
ewable energy generation when the battery capacity reached
000 kWh. In C2, which also had high PDM event frequency
ut a reduced PDM incentive, the neutral NPV value occurred
rel
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Fig. 19. NPVrel curves with different battery capacities and RE generation percentages in (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C3, (d) C4, (e) C5, and (f) C6 of S2.
Table 9
Economic performance of PDM cases under PDM Control 2 in S2.
Battery capacity [kWh] 0 50 100 150 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 3.70 3.50 3.46 3.44 3.43 3.37 3.26 3.08 2.86 2.59 2.26 2.13 2.19 2.33
Reduction [%] 51.55 54.26 54.73 55.06 55.20 55.95 57.44 59.70 62.55 66.17 70.51 72.12 71.36 69.58
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 30.04 30.32 30.28 30.22 30.14 29.83 29.61 29.48 29.43 29.46 29.57 29.37 28.87 28.24

C2 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.23 5.01 4.97 4.95 4.93 4.86 4.76 4.61 4.45 4.27 4.06 3.95 3.96 4.02
Reduction [%] 31.62 34.44 34.95 35.32 35.50 36.40 37.79 39.66 41.77 44.19 46.86 48.34 48.24 47.40
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.58 27.87 27.84 27.79 27.71 27.41 27.18 27.01 26.87 26.75 26.65 26.44 26.02 25.50

C3 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.29 5.07 5.03 5.00 4.98 4.93 4.84 4.70 4.57 4.40 4.21 4.14 4.16 4.18
Reduction [%] 30.88 33.74 34.18 34.59 34.82 35.54 36.73 38.53 40.25 42.50 44.99 45.81 45.59 45.40
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.49 27.79 27.74 27.70 27.62 27.31 27.05 26.87 26.67 26.54 26.43 26.12 25.69 25.26

C4 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.20 5.98 5.94 5.91 5.89 5.82 5.73 5.61 5.51 5.39 5.26 5.19 5.18 5.15
Reduction [%] 18.90 21.85 22.30 22.74 22.99 23.85 25.05 26.64 27.91 29.56 31.19 32.08 32.26 32.64
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 26.01 26.32 26.28 26.24 26.16 25.87 25.61 25.41 25.15 24.94 24.72 24.43 24.04 23.69

C5 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.58 6.35 6.32 6.28 6.27 6.19 6.09 5.98 5.85 5.71 5.55 5.47 5.46 5.48
Reduction [%] 13.95 16.92 17.38 17.82 18.07 19.06 20.31 21.77 23.56 25.30 27.48 28.43 28.63 28.34
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 25.40 25.71 25.67 25.63 25.56 25.27 25.03 24.81 24.62 24.43 24.29 23.99 23.61 23.16

C6 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 7.00 6.77 6.73 6.70 6.68 6.60 6.50 6.40 6.28 6.17 6.05 5.98 5.95 5.95
Reduction [%] 8.48 11.50 11.96 12.42 12.68 13.70 14.95 16.33 17.90 19.26 20.88 21.78 22.18 22.18
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 24.72 25.04 25.00 24.96 24.89 24.61 24.37 24.13 23.93 23.68 23.47 23.17 22.81 22.40
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Table 10
Specific numbers of TSG and FPV at different RE generation percentages.
GRE percent [%] Number of TSGs Number of FPVs

100 2 3967
90 2 3462
80 2 2956
70 2 2451
60 2 1945
50 2 1440
40 2 934
30 2 428
20 1 467
10 0 506
0 0 0

between 10% and 20% of the renewable energy generated when
the battery capacity reached 2000 kWh. In C6, with low PDM
event frequency and a lower PDM incentive, the NPV result
rel l
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as positive only when the battery capacity was less than 800
Wh and renewable energy generation was 0%. Continuing to
ncrease the battery capacity would cause the system to have a
egative NPVrel even without the hybrid ocean energy system.
hese results indicated that under the existing utility business
odel and the PDM programme model, without the feed-in tar-

ff, the Hong Kong office building with the hybrid ocean en-
rgy system would have difficulty in achieving a positive return
ver a 20-year lifecycle, and the economic feasibility would be
nsatisfactory.

.2.3. Scenario 3: Zero-emission case, battery interacts with the grid
nd renewable energy
In S3, the office building still incorporated a hybrid marine en-

rgy system. Compared with S2, the batteries in S3 were charged
y both the grid and surplus renewable energy generation. Simi-
arly, the battery capacities were increased from 0 to 2000 kWh,
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Table 11
Economic performance of PDM cases under PDM Control 1 in S3.
Battery capacity [kWh] 0 50 100 150 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 3.70 3.44 3.40 3.37 3.34 3.23 3.16 3.14 3.17 3.25 3.36 3.39 3.36 3.53
Reduction [%] 51.55 55.03 55.50 55.93 56.34 57.71 58.62 58.95 58.58 57.51 56.05 55.69 56.02 53.87
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 30.04 30.43 30.39 30.34 30.30 30.08 29.81 29.47 29.04 28.52 27.96 27.54 27.19 26.49

C2 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.23 4.95 4.92 4.88 4.84 4.71 4.61 4.52 4.47 4.45 4.45 4.39 4.32 4.37
Reduction [%] 31.62 35.22 35.72 36.20 36.66 38.35 39.77 40.86 41.54 41.78 41.86 42.55 43.56 42.86
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.58 27.98 27.95 27.91 27.87 27.69 27.48 27.24 26.94 26.58 26.21 25.92 25.65 25.03

C3 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.29 5.01 4.98 4.94 4.90 4.78 4.67 4.60 4.54 4.52 4.50 4.45 4.38 4.51
Reduction [%] 30.88 34.44 34.95 35.43 35.90 37.56 38.90 39.91 40.62 40.91 41.18 41.84 42.71 41.04
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.49 27.89 27.85 27.81 27.78 27.60 27.38 27.12 26.82 26.48 26.13 25.83 25.55 24.91

C4 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.20 5.92 5.88 5.84 5.81 5.66 5.53 5.42 5.32 5.23 5.15 5.05 4.94 4.97
Reduction [%] 18.90 22.55 23.07 23.58 24.08 25.95 27.64 29.15 30.49 31.57 32.71 34.03 35.38 34.96
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 26.01 26.42 26.39 26.35 26.32 26.16 25.99 25.79 25.57 25.32 25.08 24.86 24.64 24.05

C5 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.58 6.30 6.26 6.22 6.18 6.03 5.90 5.77 5.66 5.56 5.45 5.32 5.21 5.30
Reduction [%] 13.95 17.63 18.17 18.67 19.18 21.10 22.90 24.56 26.04 27.34 28.77 30.40 31.90 30.75
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 25.40 25.81 25.78 25.75 25.71 25.57 25.40 25.22 25.02 24.80 24.60 24.42 24.21 23.64

C6 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 7.00 6.71 6.67 6.63 6.59 6.44 6.29 6.14 6.00 5.87 5.73 5.58 5.45 5.46
Reduction [%] 8.48 12.20 12.75 13.27 13.79 15.82 17.79 19.70 21.52 23.22 25.07 26.99 28.72 28.63
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 24.72 25.14 25.11 25.08 25.05 24.91 24.77 24.62 24.47 24.29 24.14 24.00 23.82 23.27
Table 12
Economic performance of PDM cases under PDM Control 2 in S3.
Battery capacity [kWh] 0 50 100 150 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 3.70 3.48 3.45 3.43 3.41 3.35 3.23 3.04 2.80 2.51 2.17 2.16 2.21 2.28
Reduction [%] 51.55 54.51 54.90 55.19 55.41 56.19 57.81 60.25 63.36 67.16 71.58 71.75 71.12 70.17
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 30.04 30.35 30.30 30.24 30.17 29.86 29.66 29.56 29.54 29.60 29.73 29.36 28.88 28.35

C2 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.23 4.99 4.96 4.94 4.91 4.84 4.73 4.57 4.39 4.19 3.97 3.91 3.91 3.93
Reduction [%] 31.62 34.69 35.12 35.46 35.73 36.67 38.19 40.24 42.60 45.22 48.07 48.84 48.91 48.59
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.58 27.91 27.86 27.81 27.74 27.45 27.24 27.09 26.98 26.90 26.83 26.53 26.14 25.69

C3 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 5.29 5.05 5.02 4.99 4.97 4.91 4.81 4.66 4.52 4.34 4.12 4.12 4.14 4.16
Reduction [%] 30.88 33.97 34.35 34.71 35.01 35.80 37.12 39.09 40.92 43.28 46.08 46.11 45.84 45.66
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 27.49 27.82 27.77 27.71 27.65 27.35 27.11 26.95 26.77 26.65 26.58 26.19 25.75 25.32

C4 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.20 5.96 5.93 5.90 5.87 5.80 5.70 5.57 5.46 5.33 5.17 5.13 5.12 5.09
Reduction [%] 18.90 22.07 22.48 22.85 23.18 24.12 25.46 27.22 28.60 30.35 32.35 32.88 33.11 33.39
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 26.01 26.35 26.30 26.25 26.19 25.90 25.67 25.49 25.25 25.05 24.89 24.55 24.18 23.81

C5 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 6.58 6.33 6.30 6.28 6.25 6.17 6.06 5.94 5.79 5.64 5.45 5.40 5.38 5.40
Reduction [%] 13.95 17.23 17.56 17.94 18.28 19.33 20.71 22.35 24.34 26.24 28.74 29.38 29.64 29.45
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 25.40 25.76 25.70 25.64 25.59 25.31 25.08 24.89 24.73 24.56 24.46 24.14 23.77 23.33

C6 Annual tariff ×105 [HKD] 7.00 6.74 6.72 6.69 6.66 6.58 6.47 6.35 6.22 6.10 5.95 5.89 5.85 5.84
Reduction [%] 8.48 11.80 12.15 12.54 12.89 13.98 15.35 16.91 18.69 20.21 22.15 23.00 23.55 23.59
NPVrel×106 [HKD] 24.72 25.09 25.03 24.98 24.92 24.65 24.42 24.22 24.04 23.82 23.65 23.35 23.01 22.60
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in intervals of 50 kWh between 0 and 200 kWh, and intervals
of 200 kWh between 200 and 2000 kWh. The economic perfor-
mance under PDM Controls 1 and 2 are presented in Table 11
and Table 12, respectively, while the variation trend of NPVrel
urves under PDM Controls 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 20(a) and
b), respectively.

With the application of PDM Control 1, the annual tariff and
ts reduction percentage varied similarly to that of S2. In all
he six cases, the annual tariff decreased and then increased as
he battery capacity increased, and the production percentage
ncreased and then decreased. In C1, the turning point to achieve
inimum annual tariff and maximum reduction percentage was
t 800 kWh, with an annual tariff and reduction percentage of
.14 × 105 HKD and 58.95%, respectively. In the other five cases

(C2 to C6), the turning points appeared at 1800 kWh. The reasons
for this variation were the same as those in S2. Based on the
results and curves of NPVrel shown in Table 11 and Fig. 20(a),
the trend of NPVrel for S3 was similar to that of S2, where NPVrel
ncreased and then decreased as the battery capacity increased,
nd the peak value occurred at 50 kWh. The maximum NPVrel of
3 was 30.43 × 106 HKD, using a battery with a capacity of 50
 C

10261
Wh in C1. Comparing the two scenarios with PDM Control 1, we
bserved that the economic performance of S3 improved because
he export of the renewable energy surplus directly to the grid
annot benefit the system, while the additional interaction of
he battery with the renewable energy surplus reduces the cost
f the electricity imported from the grid, thereby improving the
conomic performance.
For PDM Control 2, as shown in Table 12, the annual tar-

ff and its reduction percentage varied in a similar manner to
DM Control 1, and as the battery capacity increased, the annual
ariff first decreased and then increased. In C1, C2, and C5, the
urning points appeared at 1800 kWh. In C3, the turning point
as at 1600 kWh, whereas in C4 and C6, the turning points
ccurred at 2000 kWh. In C1, the minimum annual tariff was
.16 × 105 HKD and its reduction percentage was 71.75%, which
as also the minimum annual tariff and maximum reduction
ercentage among all the six cases. Similar to S2, in C1, C2, and
3, PDM Control 2 improved the economic performance of the
ystem by reducing the operational cost and increasing NPVrel
hen a larger battery capacity was selected compared with PDM

ontrol 1. This can also be observed by comparing Fig. 20(a)
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Fig. 20. NPVrel curves of PDM cases in S3 with different battery capacities under (a) PDM Control 1 and (b) PDM Control 2.
Fig. 21. NPVrel curves with different battery capacities and RE generation percentages in (a) C1, (b) C2, (c) C3, (d) C4, (e) C5, and (f) C6 of S3.
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nd (b), where the latter parts of the curves for C1, C2, and C3
n Fig. 20(b) are significantly higher than those in Fig. 20(a) at
arger battery capacities. The overall trend of the NPVrel curve
as similar for both control methods, with the NPVrel curves

ncreasing and then decreasing as the batteries became larger.
he curves for C1, C2, and C3 descended and ascended again
etween 200 and 1400 kWh. As the battery exceeded 1400 kWh,
he curve dropped again in all three cases. Meanwhile, the peak
alues of NPVrel for all six cases occurred at 50 kWh, with a
aximum NPVrel of 30.35 × 106 HKD.
Similarly, all six cases of S3 were investigated in terms of the

ercentage of renewable energy generation at which a neutral
PVrel value could be achieved without a feed-in tariff. The NPVrel
esults for a single 10% increase in the percentage of renewable
nergy generation from 0% to 100% in C1 to C6 of S3 without the
eed-in tariff are shown in Appendix B. The NPVrel curves based on
he percentage of renewable energy generated and the change in
attery capacity are shown in Fig. 21. Compared with S2, similar
10262
findings and conclusions can be obtained, although the specific
NPVrel values were different. The maximum percentage of neutral
NPVrel values that could be obtained ranged from 20% to 30%;
these results occurred in C1 with a battery capacity larger than
1400 kWh. In C2 and C3, when the battery was less than 600
kWh, the percentage of neutralised NPVrel values that could be
btained was between 0% and 10%, and by continuing to increase
he battery, this result could increase to between 10% and 20%.
n C4 and C5, neutralised NPVrel values occurred between 0%
nd 10% for most battery capacities. In C6, with the least PDM
ncentive, when the battery capacity was greater than 1000 kWh,
positive NPVrel could not be achieved even without the hybrid
cean energy system owing to the expensive battery investment
osts. A similar conclusion can be drawn that under the existing
tility business model and PDM programme model, without the
eed-in tariff, the Hong Kong office building with the hybrid ocean
nergy system would have difficulty achieving a positive return
ver a 20-year lifecycle.
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Table 13
NPVrel results of PDM cases with different targets.
PDM case Target [kW] 50 100 150 200 250

C1 NPVrel×107 [HKD] 2.65 2.83 2.83 2.83 2.83
Difference % 6.61 0.07 0 0 0

C2 NPVrel×107 [HKD] 2.45 2.57 2.57 2.57 2.57
Difference % 4.49 0.05 0 0 0

C3 NPVrel×107 [HKD] 2.41 2.53 2.53 2.53 2.53
Difference % 4.68 0.14 0 0 0

C4 NPVrel×107 [HKD] 2.31 2.38 2.38 2.38 2.38
Difference % 3.06 0.09 0 0 0

C5 NPVrel×107 [HKD] 2.28 2.33 2.33 2.33 2.33
Difference % 2.25 0.05 0 0 0

C6 NPVrel×107 [HKD] 2.23 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26
Difference % 1.43 0.03 0 0 0
f
e
1
C
i
i
c
d
i
e
p

5.2.4. Target investigation
In CLP’s PDM programme, a mutually agreed target for en-

rgy demand reduction is specified, which the customer can
ttempt to achieve during the PDM event. While CLP encourages
ustomers to reduce their energy demand beyond the target,
hey can only offer a maximum incentive payment for electricity
emand reduction of up to 150% of the target for each event.
his results in the value of the target being a significant factor in
he PDM incentive and economic performance of the system. In a
revious investigation, the target was assumed to be equal to the
aximum energy demand value of the system during the entire
ear, which can be unrestricted when calculating the PDM incen-
ive. Therefore, five different values of the target were assumed
o explore the impact of the target on economic performance.
hese five different values of the target were 50, 100, 150, 200,
nd 250 kW. A battery capacity of 2000 kWh in S3 was selected
or the target investigation. The NPVrel results calculated from
hese five targets and the differences in NPVrel from the original
arget are presented in Table 13. As can be observed from the
ata, when the target was greater than 150 kW, the NPVrel results
ere consistent with the original target results. When the target
as 100 kW, the differences in NPVrel results were all within 0.2%.
hen the target was 50 kW, the variation in NPVrel was less than
%, with the largest difference being 6.61% in C1.

.3. Investigation for tariff model and policy suggestion

Based on the results and discussions presented in Sections 5.2.2
nd 5.2.3, positive NPVrel results were only obtained when the
ybrid ocean energy system was between 0% and 20% of its
riginal scale in the absence of a feed-in tariff. This implied that
ithout the feed-in tariff, which is a government subsidy for
enewable energy, the economic viability of the studied zero-
nergy office building in Hong Kong was poor. Therefore, two
ossible approaches and suggestions for the refinement of the
ariff model and PDM programme that can be used to promote
enewable energy applications and improve the economic per-
ormance of systems with renewable energy generation were
roposed and tested through TRNSYS simulations. The NPVrel
esults are presented and discussed in this section. These two
ossible approaches for refinement are benchmark modifications
nd grid-exporting tariff modifications.

.3.1. Investigation of Benchmark modifications
The first possible method for refinement is benchmark modifi-

ations of the PDM programme. In the original model framework,
LP defines the total reduction in electricity demand achieved by
he customer by calculating the difference between the bench-
ark and actual electricity demand during the event period.
his benchmark is defined as the average electricity demand
10263
in the same period of the relevant event of the three highest
electricity demand days in the ten preceding non-event days. This
benchmark is the normalised baseline mentioned in Section 3.3.
This setup can result in several problems. First, flexibility control
via the battery reduces the discharging line during the peak and
reduces the benchmark. Second, when the hybrid ocean energy
system consisting of 80% FPV systems is added to the all-grid
case, the surplus energy, which is frequently present between 11
am and 3 pm, reduces both the benchmark and PDM incentives.
These two problems affect the economic performance of the office
building without the feed-in tariff and with the addition of a
hybrid ocean renewable energy system. To improve the economic
performance of the system and promote the economic viability of
renewable energy without the feed-in tariff, we propose a new
benchmark in response to the refinement of the original bench-
mark in S2 and S3. The original benchmark is called Benchmark
1 and the new benchmark is called Benchmark 2. Benchmark 2 is
defined as the actual energy consumption of the office building
in S1 for the same period of the event. A battery capacity of 200
kWh was selected from S2 and S3 for the benchmark modification
investigation. The NPVrel results for S2 in the Benchmark 1 and
2 cases are shown in Fig. 22, whereas the NPVrel results for S3
are shown in Fig. 24. Based on the data in the tables and the
NPVrel variation curves in the figures, the NPVrel results in both S2
and S3 exhibited a significant improvement after the addition of
the hybrid ocean energy system when Benchmark 2 was applied,
which proved the effectiveness of Benchmark 2. However, the
NPVrel results that were originally less than zero did not reach
a neutral value.

As shown in Figs. 22 and 24, all the NPVrel curves had two
turning points at 30% and 60% of renewable energy generation. To
investigate the reason for these two turning points, we selected
C1 and C3 from scenarios 2 and 3, respectively, to decompose
NPVrel into the initial investment, annual cost, and annual income,
respectively, as shown in Figs. 23 and 25. The curves for both
annual cost and initial investment had a significant turning point
at 30% of renewable energy generation, which resulted in the
turning point of the NPVrel curves at 30%. According to Table 13,
rom 10% to 30%, the main change in the hybrid ocean renewable
nergy system was the number of TSGs, whereas from 40% to
00%, the only increase was in the number of FPV modules.
omparing the FPV and TSG systems, the TSG system had a higher
nitial investment cost and a higher O&M cost, thus resulting
n the turning point of the annual cost and initial investment
urves at 30%. Meanwhile, the slope of the annual income curves
ecreased after 60%, meaning that the increase rate in annual
ncome decreased when the percentage of renewable energy gen-
ration was greater than 60%, which resulted in another turning
oint in the NPV curve at 60%.
rel
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Fig. 22. NPVrel curves of PDM cases in S2 with (a) Benchmark 1 and (b) Benchmark 2.

Fig. 23. Components of NPVrel in (a) C1 and (b) C3 of S2.

Fig. 24. NPVrel curves of the PDM cases in S3 with (a) Benchmark 1 and (b) Benchmark 2.

Fig. 25. Components of NPVrel in (a) C1 and (b) C3 of S3.

10264
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Fig. 26. NPVrel curves of grid exporting tariffs T1 and T2 in (a) S2 (b) S3.
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.3.2. Investigation of energy exporting tariff and special energy
xporting tariff during PDM events
After modifying the benchmark, we observed that although

enchmark 2 improved the economic performance of the system
ompared with Benchmark 1, it still failed to achieve a neutral
PVrel value. Meanwhile, considering that exporting surplus re-
ewable energy to the grid without the feed-in tariff does not
rovide any benefit to the system, two grid exporting tariffs are
roposed to change this and further improve economic perfor-
ance. The first grid exporting tariff was designated as T1. The
arameter settings for T1 were derived from the commercial tariff
odel used in the system. During the peak period, the electricity
xport price was 0.737 HKD per kWh of exporting surplus energy,
hereas, during the off-peak period, this value was 0.676 HKD
er kWh. The electricity price escalation ratio was also considered
n the grid exporting tariff year-by-year within a 20-year lifetime.
he impact of the PDM programme was considered in the second
rid exporting tariff T2. Only during the event period would the
lectric export price be 8 HKD per kWh, whereas, during the
on-event period, the price would be the same as that of T1.
urthermore, the electricity price escalation ratio would not be
dded to this 8 HKD per kWh during the event period, and this
alue would remain consistent for a 20-year lifetime. C1, C3, and
5 from S2 and S3 with Benchmark 2 were selected for this
nvestigation, and the NPVrel results and curves are shown in
ig. 26.
The results of this investigation indicated that with the ad-

ition of grid exporting tariffs T1 and T2, the three cases se-
ected from S2 and S3 demonstrated a significant improvement
n economic performance compared with those without the grid
xporting tariff. Meanwhile, when the percentage of renewable
nergy generation was greater than 30%, the NPVrel value with
2 was higher than with T1 in the same case, and the magnitude
f the difference was related to the frequency of the PDM event.
owever, the neutral NPVrel values still occurred in the low
ercentage range of 0% to 20% without the feed-in tariff, and
hen the percentage of renewable energy generation increased,
lthough the NPVrel was significantly higher than those of cases
ithout the grid exporting tariff, it still has difficulty in reaching
neutral value.

.4. Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to demonstrate the im-
act of different parameters on the economic performance of this
ybrid system. In this system, two sensitive economic parameters
hich will affect the NPVrel values were selected which were the

nterest rate and O&M percentage for both FPV and TSG system.
ome cases with optimum economic performance from previous
nvestigations were selected as examples to demonstrate the
10265
impact of interest rate and O&M percentage. For the interest rate
investigation, a total of six cases were selected, which are the
optimum economic performance cases in energy flexibility con-
trol and PDM control from S1, S2 and S3, named S1_FC, S1_PDM,
S2_FC, S2_PDM, S3_FC, and S3_PDM respectively. For the O&M
percentage investigation, as there were no ocean renewable en-
ergy systems in S1, the representative cases were S2_FC, S2_PDM,
S3_FC, and S3_PDM. In S1_FC and S1_PDM, the battery capacity
was 100 and 2000 kWh, and the battery capacities in S2_FC and
S3_FC were 200 kWh, while in S2_PDM and S3_PDM, the batteries
were both 50 kWh.

5.4.1. Interest rate
As part of the denominator in the NPVrel formula, the varia-

tions in the interest rate will obviously affect the NPVrel results.
The original value of the interest rate was specified as 2.139%
based on the five-year average value (2016–2020) of Hong Kong’s
real interest rate provided by the World Bank as described in the
previous paragraph and used in the selected case G1C3. Therefore,
in this interest rate sensitivity analysis, except the original value,
the other values of interest rate were selected as 0%, 1%, 2%,
3%, 4%, 5% and 6%. The NPVrel results of all the mentioned six
cases with different interest rate values were shown in Fig. 27.
As the magnitude of the NPV value of case S1_FC were much
smaller than the other five cases, to show the trend, the results
were shown separately in Fig. 27(a). The results from the original
interest rate were marked with a red rounded rectangle. Based on
these economic results, as the value of the interest rate increases,
the NPVrel results decreases, showing a significant downward
trend. When the interest rate is less than the original value, larger
NPVrel results can be obtained for all cases, and when the interest
rate was greater than the original value, smaller NPVrel results
were obtained for all cases. In case S1_FC, the result of NPVrel
ecame negative when the value of the interest rate was greater
han or equal to 4%. In case S1_PDM, all the NPVrel results were
ositive owing to the significant incentive gained by adding the
DM programme. Similarly, in the case with the ocean renewable
nergy systems, the NPVrel values were all positive owing to the
resence of the feed-in tariff. For every 1% decrease in interest
ate, the NPVrel value decreases by a different amount. It can be
bserved that the maximum decrease in NPVrel for all six cases
elected occurred when the interest rate increased from 0% to
% and the minimum decrease occurred when the interest rate
ncreased from 5% to 6%. The drop in NPVrel value decreases as
he interest rate increases. In case S1_FC, the minimum decrease
n NPVrel value was 8.12 × 103 HKD and the maximum decrease
as 1.82 × 104 HKD. In case S1_PDM, the minimum decrease in
PVrel value was 9.04 × 105 HKD and the maximum decrease was
.82 × 105 HKD. In case S2_FC and S3_FC, the minimum decreases
n NPV value were about 3.79 × 106 HKD and the maximum
rel
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Fig. 27. NPVrel results for (a) case S1_FC, (b) case S1_PDM, S2_FC, S2_PDM, S3_FC, and S3_PDM at different interest rates.
ecreases were 7.50 × 106 and 7.51 × 106 HKD respectively.
n case S2_PDM and S3_PDM, the minimum decreases in NPVrel
alue were around 4.17 × 106 HKD and the maximum decreases
ere around 8.25 × 106 HKD.

.4.2. O&M percentage
The annual O&M cost of the ocean renewable energy system is

lso an important parameter affecting the economic performance
f the system, and changing the percentage used to calculate
&M costs can significantly affect the annual operating cost. In
he original energy flexibility and PDM study, the O&M percent-
ges for FPV and TSG system were 1.92% and 5% respectively.
herefore, in this sensitivity analysis, for FPV system, the O&M
ercentages were selected as 1%, 1.92%, 2%, 3% and 4%, while
or TSG system, the O&M percentages were 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and
0%. When the O&M percentages of one system varies, the O&M
ercentages of the other system remain the same to indicate
he variation in NPVrel results. In this O&M percentages sensi-
ivity investigation, only the cases from the scenarios with hy-
rid renewable energy system were involved, which were S2_FC,
2_PDM, S3_FC, and S3_PDM. The NPVrel results with different
&M percentages in FPV system was shown in Fig. 28(a), while
he NPVrel results with different O&M percentages in TSG system
as shown in Fig. 28(b). Based on these results, the NPVrel results
ere consistently reduced in all cases when the O&M percentage

ncreases for both FPV and TSG systems. Meanwhile, whenever
he O&M percentage of an FPV or TSG system increases, the NPVrel
alues decreases significantly, but the value of the reduction may
ary. When the O&M percentage of the FPV system increased, the
eduction was consistent in all four cases. When the O&M per-
entage of FPV system increase from 1% to 2%, the drop of NPVrel
alues was 4.41 × 106 HKD, when the O&M percentage increase

from 2% to 3%, the drop of NPVrel values was 4.77 × 106 HKD, and
hen O&M percentage increase from 3% to 4%, the drop of NPVrel
alues was 8.83 × 106 HKD. However, for every 2.5% increase in
he O&M percentage of the TSG system, the reduction in NPVrel
alues was 3.85 × 106 HKD in all four cases. The NPVrel results can
e found to be more sensitive to changes in the O&M percentage
f the FPV system compared to the TSG system. This is because
he case G1C3 selected in this study was consisted by 2 TSG and
967 FPV panels, with the FPV system accounting for 80% of the
otal. Therefore, the change in O&M percentage of the FPV system
eads to a more significant change in NPVrel value.

. Conclusions

The implementation of renewable energy generation systems
n buildings frequently results in a mismatch between building
10266
energy demand and instantaneous renewable energy generation.
Owing to the pressure of electricity consumption, an increas-
ing number of commercial electricity tariff models base their
calculations on both demand and energy and distinguish be-
tween peak and off-peak periods. Because the calculation of the
feed-in tariff in Hong Kong is based on renewable energy gener-
ation, a larger mismatch results in higher operational electricity
costs, and no benefit is derived. Controlling energy use through
the energy flexibility of the building can reduce this mismatch
and further reduce the operational costs of the building. Mean-
while, to relieve pressure on the grid during peak periods, CLP
proposed the PDM programme to encourage customers to shift
or reduce their energy demand through an attractive incentive.
Therefore, the impact of energy flexibility control and PDM pro-
gramme was investigated in this study. Based on the existing
tariff model and PDM programme two possible refinement sug-
gestions were proposed, and their feasibility and validity were
tested through simulations. Based on the simulation results, the
following conclusions were drawn.

First, the impact of the energy flexibility control on the techno-
economic performance of the entire system was investigated.
Based on the basic principle of peak shaving and valley filling,
two flexible control methods were designed by setting the same
or different charging and discharging lines for each month, named
FC1 and FC2, respectively. The battery capacity was the only vari-
able. Based on the results, both flexibility control methods were
effective in reducing operating costs. In scenario 1, the all-grid
case, only positive NPVrel values were obtained with the 100-
kWh battery and the application of FC2; all other combinations
obtained negative NPVrel values. In contrast, in scenarios 2 and 3,
positive NPVrel values were obtained for all combinations owing
to the presence of the feed-in tariff. Furthermore, the superior
techno-economic performance indicated that FC2 was preferable
for flexibility control. Because the energy demand varied from
month to month throughout the year, the charging and discharg-
ing line in FC2, which was set according to the monthly energy
demand, enabled better energy flexibility control to reduce the
operational tariffs.

Second, the PDM programme proposed by CLP was applied to
combinations using FC2 to explore the impact of PDM programme
on the economic performance of the system. Similarly, two con-
trol methods were designed, called PDM Controls 1 and 2, for all
three scenarios, where PDM Control 1 was consistent with the
original FC2 and PDM Control 2 provided further control for PDM
programme. The results of the simulations demonstrated that
when the PDM programme was integrated into the tariff model,
both PDM control methods resulted in a significant improvement

in the economic performance of the studied system through the
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Fig. 28. NPVrel results for selected cases at different O&M percentages of (a) FPV and (b) TSG systems.
incentives of the PDM programme. In S1, better economic per-
formance was achieved with PDM Control 2 compared with PDM
Control 1. In S2 and S3, the economic performances of cases with
both PDM Controls 1 and 2 were similar when the battery capac-
ity was small, and cases with PDM Control 2 obtained optimum
economic performance when the battery capacity was larger. As
participation in the PDM programme can provide an incentive
to significantly improve economic performance, and the feed-
in tariff is a government subsidy, in S2 and S3, we investigated
what percentage of the original hybrid ocean renewable energy
generation can achieve a neutral economic performance over a
20-year life cycle without the feed-in tariff. The results indicated
that the maximum percentage of hybrid ocean energy systems
that could achieve neutral NPVrel values was between 20% and
30% of their original size. This demonstrated the low economic
viability of applying full-scale renewable energy systems over
a 20-year life cycle without a feed-in tariff. The impact of the
PDM target on economic performance was also explored, with a
non-significant maximum difference in NPVrel of 6.61%.

Third, based on the previous results and performance, two
possible suggestions were proposed for the refinement of the
applied PDM programme and electricity tariff model to further
increase the NPVrel value and promote renewable energy. These
two suggestions were benchmark modifications for the PDM
programme and grid exporting tariff for the tariff model. The
NPVrel values obtained from the simulations of both proposals
indicated significant improvements, proving the feasibility and
effectiveness of both proposals. However, obtaining a positive
economic performance when the percentage of renewable energy
generation is above 30% is still difficult.

In summary, both energy flexibility control and the PDM pro-
gramme can improve the economic performance of office build-
ings under the application of renewable energy systems. How-
ever, the economic viability of using a full-scale renewable energy
generation system without a feed-in tariff is insufficient. To pro-
mote renewable energy, we propose benchmark modification and
grid exporting tariffs to refine the existing electricity tariff model
and the PDM programme. These two proposals can significantly
improve economic performance; however, owing to the high
investment and O&M costs of hybrid ocean energy systems and
batteries, full-scale hybrid systems still cannot achieve neutral
NPVrel values. We consider that over time, when the investment
costs of renewable energy systems and batteries decrease to a
certain level, neutral economic performance can be achieved even
without government subsidies such as feed-in tariffs.

The economic performance of the proposed hybrid system
was observed to be improved with energy flexibility control and
PDM programme in this study. Meanwhile, there are still several
directions that could be investigated further in future research.
10267
Firstly, although energy flexibility control has been proved to im-
prove economic performance, in the system studied, batteries are
the only source of energy flexibility and require high investment
costs. One of the future research directions will therefore focus
on discovering energy storage capacity and sources of energy
flexibility in renewable energy system itself to save the invest-
ment and improve the operational cost. Furthermore, a more
sophisticated utility business model including grid exporting tar-
iff will be another research point with the application of the PDM
programme to encourage customers exporting renewable energy
generation to the grid when it needed during the peak period.
Finally, the application of energy flexibility and PDM programme
to the community scale to uncover additional energy flexibility
sources and further control and to investigate the performance
will also be a focus of future research.
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Table A.1
NPVrel results in S2 with different battery capacities and RE generation percentages under PDM Control 2.
Battery capacity [kWh] 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −30.61 −30.92 −31.14 −31.27 −31.32 −31.29 −31.18 −31.38 −31.88 −32.51
90 −26.45 −26.77 −26.97 −27.03 −27.01 −26.91 −26.65 −26.52 −26.88 −27.41
80 −22.55 −22.88 −23.05 −23.03 −22.91 −22.71 −22.30 −21.81 −22.00 −22.52
70 −19.12 −19.44 −19.56 −19.45 −19.21 −18.81 −18.21 −17.37 −17.23 −17.74
60 −16.33 −16.63 −16.66 −16.42 −15.95 −15.33 −14.46 −13.42 −12.84 −13.16
50 −14.30 −14.57 −14.44 −13.94 −13.22 −12.28 −11.17 −9.91 −8.98 −8.97
40 −12.64 −12.79 −12.34 −11.53 −10.47 −9.31 −8.14 −6.92 −5.75 −5.52
30 −10.98 −10.75 −9.91 −8.84 −7.82 −6.79 −5.79 −4.62 −3.40 −2.84
20 −5.10 −4.85 −3.86 −2.61 −1.30 −0.12 1.08 2.30 3.58 4.39
10 0.62 0.99 2.15 3.57 4.87 6.14 7.36 8.58 9.84 10.85
0 2.22 3.32 4.47 5.57 6.60 7.76 8.94 10.15 11.39 12.58

C2:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −33.04 −33.34 −33.57 −33.74 −33.89 −34.00 −34.10 −34.31 −34.73 −35.25
90 −29.04 −29.34 −29.56 −29.70 −29.80 −29.87 −29.87 −29.89 −30.24 −30.70
80 −25.27 −25.58 −25.78 −25.87 −25.91 −25.93 −25.83 −25.65 −25.88 −26.33
70 −21.89 −22.19 −22.37 −22.40 −22.37 −22.27 −22.05 −21.67 −21.69 −22.13
60 −19.01 −19.31 −19.43 −19.39 −19.22 −18.98 −18.59 −18.09 −17.85 −18.17
50 −16.72 −16.99 −17.02 −16.82 −16.51 −16.07 −15.52 −14.89 −14.45 −14.56
40 −14.71 −14.91 −14.74 −14.37 −13.85 −13.26 −12.70 −12.11 −11.54 −11.55
30 −12.73 −12.70 −12.30 −11.77 −11.32 −10.86 −10.44 −9.89 −9.29 −9.07
20 −6.48 −6.43 −5.92 −5.30 −4.63 −4.08 −3.51 −2.93 −2.30 −1.95
10 −0.50 −0.37 0.22 0.96 1.59 2.21 2.79 3.36 3.97 4.43
0 1.33 1.92 2.41 2.90 3.34 3.89 4.44 5.03 5.62 6.20

C3:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −33.13 −33.44 −33.70 −33.88 −34.08 −34.21 −34.32 −34.63 −35.07 −35.49
90 −29.12 −29.43 −29.68 −29.84 −30.01 −30.10 −30.13 −30.28 −30.65 −31.02
80 −25.33 −25.64 −25.88 −26.00 −26.13 −26.16 −26.10 −26.07 −26.40 −26.75
70 −21.91 −22.22 −22.43 −22.52 −22.57 −22.51 −22.38 −22.16 −22.31 −22.67
60 −19.06 −19.36 −19.52 −19.55 −19.49 −19.33 −19.05 −18.68 −18.56 −18.90
50 −16.86 −17.15 −17.23 −17.16 −16.93 −16.59 −16.18 −15.69 −15.34 −15.51
40 −14.93 −15.17 −15.12 −14.81 −14.37 −13.90 −13.42 −12.93 −12.48 −12.44
30 −13.11 −13.17 −12.81 −12.32 −11.86 −11.44 −11.02 −10.61 −10.14 −9.90
20 −6.83 −6.86 −6.46 −5.86 −5.31 −4.76 −4.23 −3.70 −3.17 −2.83
10 −0.82 −0.76 −0.27 0.37 0.99 1.56 2.11 2.64 3.17 3.58
0 0.89 1.44 2.05 2.54 2.91 3.39 3.85 4.32 4.79 5.23

C4:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −34.59 −34.88 −35.14 −35.34 −35.60 −35.81 −36.03 −36.32 −36.71 −37.06
90 −30.68 −30.98 −31.23 −31.43 −31.66 −31.84 −32.01 −32.23 −32.57 −32.90
80 −26.97 −27.28 −27.53 −27.70 −27.91 −28.06 −28.16 −28.28 −28.61 −28.91
70 −23.60 −23.90 −24.13 −24.29 −24.46 −24.55 −24.61 −24.61 −24.84 −25.16
60 −20.69 −20.98 −21.18 −21.31 −21.40 −21.44 −21.41 −21.32 −21.38 −21.71
50 −18.29 −18.57 −18.73 −18.81 −18.79 −18.72 −18.60 −18.44 −18.37 −18.60
40 −16.11 −16.36 −16.45 −16.38 −16.23 −16.08 −15.93 −15.76 −15.64 −15.74
30 −14.04 −14.18 −14.08 −13.90 −13.75 −13.64 −13.54 −13.44 −13.31 −13.28
20 −7.54 −7.65 −7.53 −7.29 −7.08 −6.89 −6.69 −6.51 −6.33 −6.27
10 −1.38 −1.45 −1.27 −1.02 −0.76 −0.55 −0.36 −0.17 0.01 0.12
0 0.52 0.76 0.97 1.11 1.16 1.31 1.43 1.56 1.69 1.80

C5:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −35.19 −35.48 −35.72 −35.94 −36.13 −36.32 −36.46 −36.76 −37.14 −37.59
90 −31.32 −31.60 −31.85 −32.06 −32.23 −32.40 −32.50 −32.72 −33.09 −33.53
80 −27.65 −27.93 −28.18 −28.38 −28.52 −28.65 −28.72 −28.84 −29.19 −29.63
70 −24.32 −24.60 −24.84 −25.02 −25.11 −25.19 −25.23 −25.25 −25.51 −25.94
60 −21.37 −21.65 −21.88 −22.01 −22.04 −22.07 −22.04 −21.99 −22.11 −22.52
50 −18.81 −19.08 −19.26 −19.33 −19.28 −19.24 −19.19 −19.12 −19.14 −19.48
40 −16.44 −16.68 −16.77 −16.72 −16.61 −16.58 −16.54 −16.48 −16.45 −16.70
30 −14.15 −14.31 −14.25 −14.18 −14.13 −14.12 −14.10 −14.11 −14.05 −14.17
20 −7.67 −7.79 −7.70 −7.57 −7.46 −7.37 −7.28 −7.19 −7.10 −7.18
10 −1.59 −1.66 −1.50 −1.31 −1.12 −1.02 −0.94 −0.86 −0.75 −0.76
0 0.49 0.65 0.80 0.80 0.72 0.77 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.94

C6:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −35.86 −36.14 −36.39 −36.62 −36.83 −37.07 −37.28 −37.58 −37.94 −38.35
90 −32.03 −32.31 −32.57 −32.79 −32.99 −33.22 −33.41 −33.66 −34.03 −34.45
80 −28.40 −28.69 −28.94 −29.16 −29.35 −29.55 −29.73 −29.92 −30.27 −30.69
70 −25.08 −25.36 −25.62 −25.83 −25.99 −26.17 −26.32 −26.46 −26.74 −27.16
60 −22.11 −22.39 −22.64 −22.83 −22.95 −23.09 −23.21 −23.31 −23.51 −23.90
50 −19.49 −19.76 −19.98 −20.13 −20.21 −20.31 −20.42 −20.52 −20.66 −21.01
40 −17.04 −17.29 −17.46 −17.54 −17.58 −17.72 −17.82 −17.93 −18.04 −18.33
30 −14.68 −14.89 −14.95 −15.04 −15.13 −15.26 −15.39 −15.55 −15.65 −15.84
20 −8.05 −8.23 −8.29 −8.33 −8.38 −8.46 −8.54 −8.62 −8.70 −8.90
10 −1.86 −2.00 −2.02 −2.02 −2.02 −2.10 −2.19 −2.28 −2.36 −2.50
0 0.27 0.28 0.24 0.07 −0.16 −0.29 −0.41 −0.53 −0.66 −0.79
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Table B.1
NPVrel results in S3 with different battery capacities and RE generation percentages under PDM Control 2.
Battery capacity [kWh] 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000

C1:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −30.58 −30.89 −31.09 −31.19 −31.21 −31.15 −31.02 −31.39 −31.87 −32.40
90 −26.43 −26.74 −26.92 −26.96 −26.90 −26.78 −26.50 −26.55 −27.01 −27.56
80 −22.53 −22.84 −22.99 −22.96 −22.81 −22.58 −22.13 −21.75 −22.15 −22.68
70 −19.10 −19.40 −19.50 −19.38 −19.11 −18.68 −18.04 −17.21 −17.36 −17.90
60 −16.31 −16.59 −16.61 −16.35 −15.84 −15.19 −14.29 −13.18 −12.85 −13.32
50 −14.29 −14.52 −14.38 −13.86 −13.11 −12.15 −11.01 −9.70 −8.91 −9.25
40 −12.63 −12.73 −12.28 −11.44 −10.35 −9.17 −7.96 −6.73 −5.66 −5.65
30 −10.96 −10.70 −9.84 −8.74 −7.72 −6.67 −5.65 −4.47 −3.27 −2.81
20 −5.10 −4.84 −3.83 −2.59 −1.28 −0.10 1.07 2.27 3.53 4.30
10 0.63 1.00 2.15 3.57 4.87 6.13 7.34 8.56 9.82 10.80
0 2.22 3.32 4.47 5.57 6.60 7.76 8.94 10.15 11.39 12.58

C2:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −33.01 −33.30 −33.51 −33.66 −33.77 −33.85 −33.92 −34.22 −34.61 −35.07
90 −29.01 −29.31 −29.51 −29.62 −29.69 −29.73 −29.71 −29.83 −30.19 −30.66
80 −25.25 −25.54 −25.73 −25.80 −25.81 −25.80 −25.66 −25.53 −25.86 −26.32
70 −21.87 −22.15 −22.31 −22.33 −22.27 −22.15 −21.89 −21.49 −21.66 −22.12
60 −18.99 −19.26 −19.38 −19.31 −19.12 −18.85 −18.43 −17.87 −17.78 −18.17
50 −16.70 −16.94 −16.96 −16.74 −16.41 −15.94 −15.37 −14.70 −14.35 −14.67
40 −14.69 −14.85 −14.68 −14.28 −13.73 −13.13 −12.53 −11.93 −11.42 −11.55
30 −12.71 −12.65 −12.23 −11.67 −11.21 −10.73 −10.29 −9.73 −9.16 −8.99
20 −6.47 −6.42 −5.91 −5.28 −4.61 −4.06 −3.51 −2.96 −2.36 −2.01
10 −0.50 −0.37 0.22 0.97 1.59 2.21 2.77 3.35 3.95 4.39
0 1.33 1.92 2.41 2.90 3.34 3.89 4.44 5.03 5.62 6.20

C3:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −33.10 −33.40 −33.64 −33.80 −33.98 −34.10 −34.17 −34.56 −35.00 −35.43
90 −29.10 −29.40 −29.63 −29.77 −29.92 −29.99 −29.97 −30.22 −30.66 −31.09
80 −25.31 −25.61 −25.83 −25.93 −26.04 −26.05 −25.96 −25.98 −26.42 −26.84
70 −21.90 −22.19 −22.38 −22.46 −22.49 −22.41 −22.23 −22.00 −22.34 −22.76
60 −19.04 −19.32 −19.48 −19.49 −19.40 −19.23 −18.90 −18.49 −18.52 −18.97
50 −16.85 −17.10 −17.19 −17.09 −16.84 −16.48 −16.03 −15.50 −15.17 −15.54
40 −14.92 −15.12 −15.07 −14.74 −14.28 −13.78 −13.27 −12.74 −12.31 −12.42
30 −13.10 −13.14 −12.75 −12.23 −11.76 −11.31 −10.89 −10.45 −9.96 −9.77
20 −6.82 −6.85 −6.44 −5.84 −5.29 −4.74 −4.20 −3.67 −3.13 −2.81
10 −0.81 −0.76 −0.26 0.36 1.00 1.56 2.11 2.64 3.17 3.56
0 0.89 1.44 2.05 2.54 2.91 3.39 3.85 4.32 4.79 5.23

C4:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −34.56 −34.85 −35.08 −35.26 −35.50 −35.70 −35.86 −36.20 −36.57 −36.95
90 −30.65 −30.94 −31.18 −31.35 −31.57 −31.73 −31.85 −32.10 −32.48 −32.85
80 −26.95 −27.24 −27.48 −27.63 −27.82 −27.95 −28.02 −28.15 −28.53 −28.89
70 −23.58 −23.87 −24.08 −24.23 −24.37 −24.45 −24.45 −24.44 −24.77 −25.13
60 −20.67 −20.94 −21.14 −21.25 −21.32 −21.34 −21.26 −21.13 −21.27 −21.67
50 −18.27 −18.52 −18.69 −18.74 −18.70 −18.61 −18.46 −18.25 −18.18 −18.53
40 −16.10 −16.31 −16.41 −16.31 −16.15 −15.96 −15.78 −15.58 −15.44 −15.63
30 −14.02 −14.15 −14.03 −13.82 −13.65 −13.51 −13.40 −13.28 −13.12 −13.13
20 −7.53 −7.65 −7.52 −7.27 −7.07 −6.86 −6.67 −6.48 −6.29 −6.24
10 −1.38 −1.45 −1.26 −1.02 −0.76 −0.55 −0.36 −0.17 0.01 0.10
0 0.52 0.76 0.97 1.11 1.16 1.31 1.43 1.56 1.69 1.80

C5:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −35.16 −35.44 −35.67 −35.86 −36.02 −36.19 −36.29 −36.61 −36.98 −37.42
90 −31.29 −31.57 −31.80 −31.98 −32.13 −32.27 −32.33 −32.58 −32.96 −33.40
80 −27.62 −27.90 −28.14 −28.31 −28.42 −28.53 −28.56 −28.71 −29.08 −29.52
70 −24.29 −24.57 −24.79 −24.95 −25.02 −25.08 −25.08 −25.09 −25.41 −25.86
60 −21.35 −21.61 −21.83 −21.95 −21.95 −21.96 −21.90 −21.82 −22.05 −22.51
50 −18.80 −19.04 −19.22 −19.27 −19.19 −19.13 −19.05 −18.98 −19.04 −19.46
40 −16.42 −16.64 −16.73 −16.66 −16.51 −16.47 −16.40 −16.32 −16.32 −16.62
30 −14.14 −14.27 −14.19 −14.11 −14.03 −13.99 −13.99 −13.98 −13.93 −14.07
20 −7.66 −7.79 −7.69 −7.56 −7.44 −7.35 −7.25 −7.16 −7.07 −7.18
10 −1.59 −1.65 −1.50 −1.31 −1.12 −1.02 −0.94 −0.85 −0.76 −0.78
0 0.49 0.65 0.80 0.80 0.72 0.77 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.94

C6:
NPVrel×106

[HKD]

GRE percent [%]

100 −35.83 −36.10 −36.33 −36.53 −36.71 −36.93 −37.10 −37.40 −37.74 −38.15
90 −32.00 −32.28 −32.51 −32.72 −32.89 −33.10 −33.24 −33.50 −33.84 −34.25
80 −28.38 −28.65 −28.89 −29.09 −29.25 −29.44 −29.56 −29.77 −30.10 −30.51
70 −25.06 −25.33 −25.57 −25.77 −25.90 −26.05 −26.17 −26.29 −26.59 −27.00
60 −22.09 −22.35 −22.59 −22.76 −22.86 −22.98 −23.06 −23.14 −23.41 −23.83
50 −19.47 −19.72 −19.94 −20.07 −20.12 −20.21 −20.28 −20.38 −20.53 −20.93
40 −17.02 −17.25 −17.42 −17.48 −17.49 −17.60 −17.68 −17.77 −17.88 −18.20
30 −14.66 −14.85 −14.90 −14.96 −15.02 −15.13 −15.27 −15.42 −15.52 −15.72
20 −8.05 −8.23 −8.28 −8.31 −8.36 −8.44 −8.51 −8.59 −8.67 −8.88
10 −1.86 −2.00 −2.01 −2.02 −2.02 −2.10 −2.19 −2.28 −2.37 −2.51
0 0.27 0.28 0.24 0.07 −0.16 −0.29 −0.41 −0.53 −0.66 −0.79
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